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TODAY:
Partly
sunny.
High: 75 .
...__ _ __, Low: 50s.
SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 70s, Low: 50s.
SUNDAY: Chance of
rain. High: 70s, Low: 50s.

-
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Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Twenty one freshmen will vie
for a Senate seat Monday
during SGA Freshman Senate
elections. Elections will be
held in the main floor of the
Curris Center near the University book sotre from 8:30
to 4:30.

I FC overturns party rules
•IFC: One week after voting to
limit open parties, the IFC
reopened the motion and voted it
down.
BY jAsoN KEMP
STAff WRJTU

•

Seepage
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OpEd
Rush H. Trowel
IV, president of
the Black Student Council,
explains the
meaning of the
rallies for the Oliver family
lies in basic human kindness.

Seepage

Fraternity chapter representatives at
the Interfraternity Council meeting
Tuesday evening overturned a proposal
that was given by the IFC last week to
ban non-Greek males from fraternity
parties.
·
Members at the meeting voted 11 to 9
in opposition of the proposal, only a week
after it was approved by an 11 to 10 vote.

Brooks also said that Pi Kappa Alpha Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity, agreed
didn't agree with the part of the proposal with Brooks, saying that there are still
that excluded females from the closed issues to be resolved concerning open
party rules, and that the IFC would have parties. He pointed out a specific aspect
to plan a proposal more carefully in order that he thinks requires attention.
for it to be considered.
"I think all of the fraternities agree
Even though the vote has been final- that something still needs to be done,
ized, there are still issues to be resolved, that's why a committee has been
Brooks said. Following suit, a member in formed," he said. "For instance, there
the meeting proposed to form a commit· have been problems at times between
tee consisting of at least one member of non-fraternity members and fraternity
each fraternity in order to compose their members at parties, sometimes violence.
own proposal. Brooks said the committee, The committee will be sure to address
for which the members have yet to be that."
chosen, will meet within the next two
Don Robertson, vice-president of stuweeks to make a proposal, which will be dent affairs, said he is very supportive of
voted on at the next IFC meeting.
Chris Yandell, IFC representative for
Please see IFC/14

The proposal stated, "...fraternity parties
will be all Greek. Females will be excused
from this ruling." It also said that Greek
. males would be identified at all other
parties by a sticker on their student IDs.
The result of Tuesday's vote pleased
many fraternity representatives. David
Brooks, president of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, said that although his fraternity
was in opposition to the proposal, there
are still some issues that need to be
addressed.
~e were against the proposal because
we felt that the IFC shouldn't have con·
trol over how the fraternities operate
parties," he said. "We are happy with the
vote, but there are still some issues to be
resolved."

TVA,LBL

Gotcha

funding
retained

5

Our\f/orld

•LBL: Congressional conference committee
keeps funding for TVA non-power activities,
including LBL in appropriations bill.

Some studenu are using the
power of the Internet to
make new friends and maybe
even kindle new romances.
Many Internet chat rooms
cater to such individuals,
however, there are some
dangers to the computer
encounters.

Seepage
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CollegeL~fe

Chris Weatherly/ The News

In the majority of rape cases
on college campuses the victim knows the attacker. This
week The Murray State News
tells the stories of studenu
who have been victimized by
someone they trusted and
are now trying to· find the
courage to cope.

Seepage
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Citation Officer Michael Robinson, freshman from Murray, writes out a ticket for a student
parked Illegally in front of Sparks Hall Monday morning.

Patton speaks to CPE
-cPE: Gov. Paul Patton
spoke this week to the Council on Postsecondary Education on Monday.
BY )AKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Sports
The Murray
State Racers
won their 17th
consecutive
OVC football
game, defeating
Southeast Missouri 17-3 Saturday night.

Seepage
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Gov. Paul Patton addressed the
Conference on Post Secondary
Education earlier this week, stating that Kentucky needs to bond
together to improve higher educa-

Police Beat. .............see page 2
Letters.....................see page 4
College Views........see page 4
Calendar..................see page 9
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tion for the 21st century.
,
The conference, held Sunday
and Monday, featured discussion
on how Kentucky will improve
higher education and stop the
quarreling between universities.
Board members of universities,
community colleges, technical
schools and private colleges gath·
ered for the two·day conference.
In a question and answer ses·
sion following his speech, Gov.
Patton warned that individuals

holding up higher education
reform need to get out of the way.
One of Patton's ideas to keep
Kentucky's college students in the
state after graduation and ensure
that each of Kentucky's universities offer top-rate programs in at
least one field.
~Kentucky is a state that understands and values excellence in
higher education," Patton said.

BRADLEY

•Politics: The two major
parties have nominated
candidates to fill the
vacated 1st District state
senate seat.
C.O.

BRADLEY

fOITOl•tN-CHtEF

The process to fill the 1st district Kentucky senate seat is well
underway.
The seat, held by Jeff Green
before his death earlier this
month, will receive a new occu·
pant after a special election to be
held Nov. 4.
The race is critical to the balance of power in the Kentucky
state senate. The current party
breakdown is 19 Democrats and
18 Republicans, meaning this
election could result in splitting
the chamber down the middle.
The Democrats have constituted
a mlijority at least as far back as
1908 and probably longer, accord·
ing to the U1gislative Research
Commission.

Bob Jackson of Murray was
named Saturday by 1st District
Democratic leaders as their nomi·
nee, and on Tuesday the district
Republicans chose Richard Dissenger as their candidate.
Conventional wisdom would
favor Jackson, as districts which
have included Calloway County
have never been represented by a
Republican in the Kentucky state
senate. However, Dissinger has
heavy backing from the state
party and major contributors.
This race will probably be more
hotly contested because of the
many important factors involved.
Jackson, a 1985 MSU graduate,
is a former president of the Murray State Alumni Association,
serves on the nominating board
for the state universities' boards
of directors, and also was
involved in the debate concerning
higher education in Kentucky last
spring.
"I worked very closely with Gov.
Patton during the debate over
'Higher Edueation reform," Jack·

For the time being, Land Between the Lakes has
dodged a fatal blow.
A Congresaional conference committee i8 consolidating the House and Senate versions of the Energy and
Water Appropriations bills retained funding for the
Tennessee Valley Authority's non-power activity. The
funding level was set at $70 million for TVA, $6.9 million of which is allocated for LBL. That funding level
represents a $900,000 increase over current funding,
approximately what the President requested · in his
budget proposal. Earlier this week, a group of lawmakers had asked that the funding be zeroed out.
"It was absolutely essential to get a separate appropriation for LBL during this critical transition period,"
said U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, a m~or supporter of LBL
funding. "A lot of the credit goes to the people who
spoke on behalf of LBL at our June Congressional hear·
ing in Murray."
However, the conference also agreed this would be
the last year for federal funding of TVA's non-power
programs.
"We now have a definite time line to find a qualified,
experienced federal agency to manage LBL that can
keep the promises the federal government made to the
former landowners when it took their property," Whitfield said.
Mitch McConnell, the junior Senator from Kentucky,
is on the Appropriations Committee and was on the
conference committee. He was also a proponent for continued funding.

Please see PATTON/14

Senate candidates set
BY

Index

C.D.

Eorrott-tN-CHtff

son said.
He is also president and chief
operating officer of HT Marketing
of Murray, a distributor of Hawaiian Tropics suncare products. He
was president of Murray/Calloway County Chamber of Commerce in1995, serves on the Mur·
ray/Calloway County Economic
Development Corporation Board
of Directors, and was named Murray Calloway County Citizen of
the Year in1994. Originally from
LaRue County in central Ken·
tucky, Jackson, 35, has been in
Murray since he began college.
"Murray's my home and fve
lived here for a number of years,"
he said.
Jackson has also represented
Kentucky on the Democratic
National Committee.
"I've worked in state and
regional pOlitics my whole life,"
he said.
Dissinger, manager of financial
analysis at Ingersoll-Rand in
Mayfield, has also been involved
Please see

Please see

LBUt4

What is a contribution?
Because of the Importance of the 1st District state senate special election, campaign finance is sure to become a an Issue.
According to KRS 121.015(6), a contribution is defined as any:
•Payment, distribution, loan, deposit, or gift of money or other
thing of value, to a candidate, his.her agent, a slate of candidates, its authorized agent, a committee, or contributing organi·
zation;
•Payment by any person other than the candidate or his/her
authorized treasurer, of compensation for the personal services
of another person which are rendered to a candidate ... or for
inauguration activities;
•
-Goods, advertising, or services with a value of more than $100
in aggregate in any one election which are furnished ... without
charge, or at a rate which is less than the rate normally
charged for the goods or services;
•Payment by any person other than the candidate, their authorized treasurer ... for any goods or services with a value of
more than $100 in the aggregate In any one election which are
utilized by a candidate ...;
A contribution does not Include:
•Services provided without compensation by individuals volunteering a portion or all of their time on behalf of a candidate ... ;
•A loan of money by any financial institution doing business In
Kentucky made in accordance with applicable banking laws
and regulations and in the ordinary course of business.
•An independent expenditure by an individual or permanent
committee.
Source: Kentucky Registry of Election Finance

SENATE/14

C.D. Bradley/Editor-in·Chief
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Study abroad fair
A study abroad fair will
be open to the public on
Oct. 2. I I a.m - 2 p.m. in
the Curris Center. There
will be information on
the study programs,
scholarships and financial
aid.

•Election: Twenty-one
freshman will compete for
Senate positions.
BY JASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

Big Brother/Big Sister
program to start
Murray and Calloway
County was recently
accepted as an affiliate of
the Big Brother/Big Sister
mentor program. They
are sponsored by the
Murray Family YMCA.

Sign language
workshop

NationBriq/~
Japan supports U.S.
Security Act
U.S. officials announced
on Tuesday that a new
security pact with Japan
has been approved. This
is the first time any
changes have been. made
to the agreement in 20
years.
Japan agreed to give
military support to the
U.S. in case of an Asian
crisis.
This
includes
access to bases and joint
evacuation of civilians in a

war.
Japanese officials will '
relocate some U.S. bases
from Okinawa where
27,000 U.S. troops are
located.

British nurse found
guilty of murder
Lucille Mclauchlan, A
British nurse accused of
murder in Saudi Arabia has
been sentenced to 500
lashes and eight years in
prison. Her counterpart,
Deborah Parry, faces possible public beheading by
the sword.
The two are accused of
killing their Australian colleague Yvonne Gilford In
December.
Mclauchlan was facing
the death penalty. but the
victims brother protested.
If one family member
decides against the death
penalty the sentence cannot be carried out.

Algeria massacre
Two hundred people
were murdered and I 00
others wounded when
armed men raided an
Algerian village. The militants want a government
based on strict interpretation of Islamic Law.
More than 60,000 people
have died since the parliamentary vote was cancelled five years ago.

Briefs. composed by jennifer
Pierce, Contributing Writer

Seth Dixon/The News

Laura Davenport. Cherokee, along with other tribal
dancers from the Midwest. represented the First
Nation Dancers at Wickliffe Mounds Saturday.

Increased enrollment at
Paducah campus planned
•Expansion:
Murray
State University plans to
increase student enrollement at Paducah extended
campus site.
jENNIFER PIERCE
CoNTRIBUnNG WRIT£R

Murray State has embarked
on a plan that will increase
extended enrollment in the
Paducah area by approximately 300 students and 400
course enrollments by the
year 2000.
John Yates, acting dean for
Continuing Education said,
there has been a recognition
for additional higher education classes to be offered , in
Paducah. This has prompted
MSU to extend its higher education program. This program
has doubled in size since
being instituted in 1988. The
extension will include additional course offerings, and a
new facility that will house
classrooms and office space.
The Murray State Extended
Campus program targets students who have had at least
two years of college and nontraditional students. The
majority of classes are offered
in the late afternoon and in
the evening to accommodate
working students.
The courses offered in Paducah are upper level classes
and graduate
programs.
Undergraduate degrees are
offered in nursing, business,
English and independent
studies. Graduate programs

include masters degrees in
business
administration,
nursing, human services, public administration, organizational communication, and 10
education programs at masters and post-masters level.
Currently there are 300 studentr enroUed,in 428 courses.
Specific programs for the
Paducah expansion have not
yet been decided on, but possi- ·
bilities include a M.S. in management in technology, occupational safety and health at
both undergraduate and graduate level, a B.S. in graphic
arts technology, B.S. in drafting and design, and undergraduate teacher certification
programs.
By the year 2000 MSU
hopes to have added five
classes per semester until
there are 75 1.0 80 courses
offered. This will increase
enrollment from approximately 300 to 700 students.
Murray State will take over
the operation of Crisp Building in the spring of 1998. This
is a 24,000-square foot building of office and classroom
space which is being acquired
from the University of Kentucky. The Crisp Building has
three lTV rooms and seven
traditional classrooms. Three
additional classrooms can be
easily added.
Promotion of the new
extended campus courses will
include opening an information center and gift shop at
the Kentucky Oaks Mall, and
an up-to-date Internet site.

Web course offered
STAFF REPORT

Academic Computing and Technology Service will be offering a four-part evening course to teach web page design.
Hal Rice, coordinator of MSU's academic computing center
will cover topics related to customizing home pages with
HTML, creating links and how to usc text and graphics
effectively.
Other topics related to business communication and keeping employees informed of changes through the use of
Intranet will also be discussed.
By the end of the course, users will have designed their
own web pages, with links to other Iriternet sites.
ACTS is recommending thnt persons with Internet experience register for the course.
Enrollment for the course. which begins on Oct. 22 will be
limited to 10 participants. A course fee of $110 will be
charged.
The course will be meet in the computer center on the second floor ofthe Lowry Building from 7 p.ni. to 9 p.m.

..
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SGA Freshman Senate
elections set for Monday

Grass Dancer

A beginner level signing
class will be offered on
Tuesday and Thursday
nights Sept. 30 through
Nov. 20.7-9 p.m. in room
I06 of the Industry and
Center.
Technology
There is a $70 fee.

The Hurray State News

Walking to class during the
past week, students may have
notice various posted signs
and sandwich boards with the
names and faces of the 19971998 Freshman Senate candidates.
Freshman Senate Election
Coordinator Jeff Vaughn said
there are 21 candidates running this year for the Student
Government
Association's
Freshman Senate elections,
which take place Monday on
the second floor of the Curris
Center from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. by the bookstore.
"The number of candidates
that we have this year is very
similar compared with (the
twenty-two) we had last
year," he said. "We are expecting a good voter turnout,
which is usually boosted
through the campaigns."
Vaughn said the candidates
began their campaigns this
wee~ putting up visual propaganda throughout the campus along with handing out
fliers personally. He said the
candidates have some freedom in the way they run their
campaigns, but must follow

some rules.
~oters from the candidates'
respective residential colleges
or even class often support
that student," he said. "SGA
tries to urge candidates to
actively campaign, to use
visuals in their campsigning,
and to offer the freshman voters their name and ballot
number. Voters seem to
remember that easily."
. Vaughn, SGA President
Todd Earwood and SGA Secretary/coordinator Jeannie
Morgan met briefly Friday
afternoon with the candidates
to discuss the Freshman Senate responsibilities and campaigning rules. The candidates also randomly selected
their ballot number.
According to policy, candidates are restricted from
using megaphones, posterboard larger than 11' by 12',
and cannot campaign on election day.
Vaughn, in an attempt to
urge the candidates to use
creative campaign tactics,
recalled last year when a candidate advertised his campaign by putting pins with his
name on them all over his
body. Vaughn said the candidate was successful because
voters remembered his name.
The candidates for this
year's
election
include:
Katherine Young, agriculture
major from Covington; Angela

Arnold, business administra~
tion major from Sikeston, Mo.;
Abigail White, fine arts major
from Peoria, Ill.; Carla Wiggins, fine arts major from
Paducah; Terry Stewart III,
business major from Madisonville; Leander Peters, fine
arts major from Radcliff.;
Thomas Holcomb Jr., industry and technology major from
Murray;
Nicole
Brown,
humanities major from Ledbetter; Christine Myers, business major from New Athens,
Ill.; and Kristian Carlson,
business major from Marion.
The remaining candidates
are: Jay Lamb, pre-law and
political science major from
Murray; Heath Shemwell,
biology pre-med major from
Elkton; Lisa Holt, business
administration major from
Murray; Stephanie Judy,
political science major • from
Elizabethtown;
Brian
Bradley, industry and technology
major
from
Charleston,
Mo.;
Kiley
Newell, business major from
Salem, Ill.; Casey Baker,
wildlife biology major from
Livermore;
Drew Perry,
humanities major from Benton; Jennifer Hibbs, humanities major from Calvert City;
Nikki Key, business major
from Paducah; and Jason
Billingsley, fine arts and business double major from Buncombe, Ill.

Rally held last Sunday .
•Rally: Supporters of a
local family, who received
hate literature two weeks
ago, gathered at their
Jiome Suiula.y, Sept. 21.
BY D ONALD lAWSON
STAff WRIT(R

On Sunday, Sept. 21, a public
rally was held in support of the
Oliver family in response to
hate literature that was placed
on the lawn of the Olivera two
weeks ago. The rally was led by
Rev. Michael Rumble, director
of pastoral care and counseling,
at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. Rumble said that the
rally is an alternative to just
praying for the Oliver family.
(The rally) was a collaboration of a couple of pastors who
approached me and said, "We
need to do something in our
community to make a stand
against this sort of thing and in
a physical way do something
that would make meaning to
our community about what's
happened .instead of just praying about it," Rumble said.

Another speaker at the rally
Rumble was pleased with the
turnout of the rally and the was Dr. Clarance Benes, chair
show of support. Rumble feels of the Murray Human Rights
that education is the key to Commission. He read a letter to
stopping these types of inci- the crowd that he had written
dents from occurring.
in response to the incident and
"I believe that when there is in support of the Olivera. In the
education and there is wisdom letter he stated that as fellow
then there is power and the human beings the Olivers are
lack of fear. There is freedom in welcome in the community.
Benes also stated that human
that," said Rumble.
Rumble said, this is the first rights violations will not be toltime the ministerial association erated in the community and
has done a rally of this kind for those engaging in those activithe community.
ties will have to change their
The rally was attended by ways or leave.
residents, white and black, of
Following the rally, Benes
Calloway County and the sur- said that he would have liked to
rounding areas. Supporters see more people attend. He also
held signs saying such things stated that the rally was a good
as "End Racial Hatred" and beginning and that people need
"We Support the Olivera."
to continue their awareness.
One of the speakers at the
R.V. Oliver, who attended the
rally was Calloway County rally with his family was
Sheriff Stan Scott. Speaking to pleased with the turnout and
the crowd, Scott said his goal the show of ~upport for him and
was to send a community state- his family.
ment against racism. Scott
"This is what it's all about,"
referred to the incident as an Oliver said.
Along with the rally in Muract of terrorism as well as
racism. He also emphasized ray on Sunday,a rally was held
that the rally was not to make in Paducah for the Oliver famithe community look good but to ly and for four police officers
show the community's support who recently received a racist
for the Oliver family.
letter.

Grant award allows WKMS
improved signal reception
The
translators
are lature was looking out for
expected to improve recep- Kentucky's public broadtion for over 43,000 listen- casters," she said.
ers.
She
praised senators
The total cost of the p;o- Mitch McConnell and Wenject is $34,000, with the dell Ford in particular for
grant covering 75 percent of assisting in obtaining the
BY )AKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EOITOR
the expenses. Contributions grant.
by listeners and by the MSU
The grant was awarded
Foundation have helped through the Commerce
The Public Telecommuni- raise additional funds.
Department's
National
cations Facilities Program .
The Federal Communica- Telecommunication
and
has awarded WKMS-FM a
Commission
has Information Administration.
grant worth $25,000 to tion
increase its listening audi- already approved the buildA total of $14.2 million in
ing permit of the translators grant money was awarded
ence in surrounding areas.
on the existing towers in
With the grant, WKMS Paducah and Paris. They to 97 public radio stations in
39 countries.
wil1 add two new translators
hope to begin construction
that will offer listeners in on the towers within the
WKMS was started on the
Paducah and Paris, Tenn., next six months.
Murray State Campus in
better reception.
1970. It is part of the
Station Manager Kate
Paducah will now receive Lochte said Kentucky's leg- National Public Radio prothe station's signal at 92.1 islators were crucial in mak- gram and plays music ranging from classical, new age,
on the FM dial, while Paris ing the grant possible.
opera, bluegrass, jazz aljil
will receive the signal at
"All of the Kentucky legis· celtic.
99.5 .

•Aw ard: WKMS will soon
be able to reach a larger
audience in the Paducah
and Paris, Thnn. areas.
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Agriculture department observes
Farm Safety and Health Week
and National Farm Safety
and Health Week."
The department also sent
out
informational
and
instructional packets to
media sources, schools and
agricultural organizations in
ture safety class took an an effort to generate awareness about farming safety
active role in the event.
issues.
A display was set up at the
Among the farming danUniversity's Pullen Farm
depicting the hazard of a gers are grain bin suffocarotating power take-off shaft. tion, chemical spills and auto
The spinning threat can tear crashes.
six to seven feet of clothing a
The two most prevalent
second.
dangers are tractor rollovers
It was set up in an effort to and combine mutilations.
raise awareness about the Most accidents are preventable through using proppotential danger.
Tony Brannon, chair of the er equipment and consciousagriculture department, said ness of the situation.
the display highlights a
A recent survey by the
major danger of farm work.
National Security Council
"The display is appropri- states that 75 percent of all
ate," he said. "Power take- tractor-related deaths can be
offs are one of the leading prevented by a protection
causes of injury. The display device known as the rollover
heightens the knowledge of protective structure.
Protective devices have
agricultural safety issues

In an effort to educate peo•Safety: Farm safety
ple
about the dangers of agribeca,;,e the focus of camcultural work, President
pus agriculture courses Clinton declared this week
this week in an effort to National Farm Safety and
teach the awareness of Health Week.
injury potential.
The Murray State agriculHARRY ROWEN BASH
CONTRIBUTING WRIT£R

Each hamburger, chicken
wing, garden salad and potato has gone through a certain
chain of events to reach our
dinner table.
Farmers toil through harvesting and preparing the
food for production.
While some students may
not recognize the work that
goes into each course of our
meals, farmers make sacrifices to accomplish the task.
In fact, some of those
7,488,000 American agricultural workers have even
given their lives.

also been developed for other
machinery such as shielding
for the power take-off shaft.
The safety awareness
effort is especially important
among farm workers because
they often work long hours
which may result in a careless attitude and an accident.
Safety is also important
among farmers because
there are no inspections of
their workplaces by the
Occupational Safety and
Health
Administration
(OSHA).
This leaves inspection and
responsibility of the machinery solely to the individual
farmers.
"Idealistically, we would
like to prevent all accidents
and deaths from occurring,"
said Dwayne Driskill, associate professor of agriculture.
"Realistically, we would like
to raise awareness. If we prevent one death or injury, it
will be worth it."

Sept.18
3:06 p.m. A smoldering tree in the Quad was reported. Facility management personnel took care of the situation.

Sept. 20
3:12a.m. Christopher L Fletcher was arrested for OUI and expired vehicle
registration.

11:24 a.m. Martha Buckley reported that her vehicle was vandalized in
Regents College parking lot.

Sept. 21
1:36 a.m. Brian D. Howell reported an unknown lntruder in his room. He
believes he may have left his keys in the outside door lock.

4:02 p.m. Student in Richmond College reported someone attempting to
enter a room. The room was found toilet papered.

11 :50 p.m. Ashley Langham reported the theft of a VCR from her room in
Regents College. Jonathan B. Lane also reported the theft of his Sony Dis.·
cman from the same room.

Sept. 22
9:21 a.m. Vehicle and bicycle rider accident reported on 16th Street. Ben
Brown was transported by ambulance to the Murray-Callaway County Hospital. Injuries were not life· threatening. Murray Police Department is investigating the accident.

Sept.23
7:50 a.m. A car was reportedly ,on fire In the Business Building parking lot.
Vehicle had to be moved because of a busted water hose.
1:30 p.m. Auto accident reported in the Curris Center parking lot. No
injuries were reported.
5:10 p.m. A fight In progress outside of the Adultleaming Center Building
was reported. Officers found a couple having an argument.

Racer Escorts - 19
Motorist Aaslsta- 7
Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess, assis·
tant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

congratulations

BBQ Specials
BBQ Plate with Baked Beans, Slaw and a Roll.
Was $4.99 'NOW$ 4

Daily Special

Police Beat

$2.99

BBQ Sandwich, Chips, and a Drink.

Catfish, Ribs, Smoked Ham
Served Daily

Mr. MSU t 997 - corey Crider

A

0
IT

Mon.-Sat.

tst Runner-up - Adam Haynes
Best Legs - casey Godfrey
crowd Appeal - Kevin Lowe
Mr. congeniality -Jeff Slone
Emily, You did a terrific job!

A
0
IT

Love,

The sisters of A 0 IT

Would like to congratulate it's
Fall '97 Gamma Epsilon Pledge Class

Congr-alfllates:
Dawn Simmons for

MSU JV cheerleadin

Iars hip
t

terviews:
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Special thanks to all who helped during Rush.

...

ViewPoint

4
College Vieu)s
~

Q•

Where is the best place

to party?

Name: Chris
;Donaldson
Major: Education
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Marshall Co.
••1 usually spend
my time get·
tlng together with friends,
playing frisbee, b iking and
s uch."

The Murray Stat e News
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Compromise the solution for IFC
By taking a step backward, the
Inter-fraternity council may have
taken a few steps forward In the
Process of finding a solution to the
open party debate.
Tuesdays decision to overturn the
proposal that banned non-Greek
males from fraternity parties has
sparked much-needed discussion
among fraternity members. By
establishing a discussion group and a
committee to develop a united proposal, the IFC is on the right track to

. .

Our VieUJ
Issue:
The IFC overturned the proposal
that passed into legislation last
week.

Position:
By forcing members to go back to
the drawing board It Is more likely
that a compromise will be made.
fi nding a solution. However, there
should be no disillusion that the

group has an easy task, for there are
simply too many opinions both from
the fraternities and the individuals.
The new committee must be able
to clarify some essential matters.
First, they must define each fraternitley's reasons for restricting open
parties. Some they will all have irr
·
1s pro h'b'
common (natrona
r rt sueh
parties). 0 t her concerns wr'II be
more specifirc. Th.IS type o f d'rscussion will help them to understand
each others' priorities.

Next, there must be compromis~
from all sides. No one can walk away
from this thing with a ~otal victory,
there has to be some grve an. d take.
The first proposal passed mto 1egisla.tion with as narrow. of a margin
as It took to overturn rt. T~e numbers alone reflect the multrtude of
·rssues st'll
r t o be reso 1ved .
.
Th
·
h
·nc
edr'ble
. e committee as an 1 r
c
them, but 't
tas k berore
1 ·IS th e only
possible way for the IFC to reach a
solution that will please the masses.

My
Vieu;

Name: Kenya
Atherton
Major:
Public Relations
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Paducah
41
P ike lodge,
d efinitely."

JENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

Speaking
out too
costly

l

~ame:

Bo Barron

Major:
O rganizational
Communications
Year: Junior
Uometown:
Owensburo
"" Parties with
t he Alpha Sigma Phi's."
'JI

Name: l?.avina
Davie
Major:
Organizational
Communications
Year: junior
Hometown:
Hopkisville
4-' •Nashville, on the TSU
campus and Martin."

·.

~ Name:

Margrete
tKrogseth
.Major: RadiofTV
}'fear: Senior
Hometown:
tOslo, Norway
r••German house
(parties!'
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Men's attitudes often negative
She's somebody's daughter. She's
somebody's sister. She's somebody's
friend.
She doesn't sound like somebody you
would try to take home after a party or
somebody you would teJl lewd stories
about to your buddies docs she? But she
is, because she is most women, and the
way we men look at her should make us
ashamed.
According to national statistics, one in
every four women has been sexually
assaulted, often by someone :she knew,
often by someone who looked at her the
way you and I do.
Granted, society has told us that this
is OK, that it is our right as men to pursue women this way. Our actions are
reaffirmed in songs, in movies, in mod·
ern literature - in nearly every corner
of society. So I guess the question is, "Is
it our fault that we perpetuate such an
attitude toward women."
The answer is yes.
We each have an obligation to recog·
nize the difference between right and
wrong and the difference between being
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respect for women and the idea that pursuing sex is a man's right - society has
told him that it is.
OjJinion
But the difference between being a
man
and being a boy is knowing the difJonathan
ference
between right and wrong. It is
Oliver
also being willing to stand up for what is
right. That recognition has to first take
place in ourselves. We have to notice our
own faults, and we have to make a concerted effort to insure that future genera man and being a boy.
ations are raised to respect all people.
I've been there. It is so much easier to
If there is to he a change in society,
laugh at the off-color "jokes" and to parthen it has to begin with the individual.
ticipate in the boyish conversation about
We have to come to understand the difsex and women. It is easier to just go
ference
between right wtd wrong, and
along with the flow, but at what cost?
we
each
have to be willing to practice
Part of the cost is the 25 percent of
what
we
understand
in our own lives.
women who are sexually assaulted in
Perhaps,
too,
we
need
to remember
this country every year. Because we,
who know better, refuse to stand up and one other thing. That woman on the
say that this attitude toward women is other end of our "harmless, guy-talk" is
not acceptable, too many women end up somebody's friend, somehody's sister,
somebody's daughter.
paying that cost.
Furt~ermore, what prevents a man
from understanding th.at "no" means no? Jonathan Oliver is a copy editor for The
I would suggest that it is a lack of Murray State News.

In My

experience being the best
teacher, I try very hard to
instill in all my children what
To the Editor:
I have had to learn the hard
way; be true to yourself. pay
Last Friday began like any close attention, consider the
other day until I read the lead consequences of your decistory in The Murray State sions, and above all else, be
News entitled, "Arrest Made responsible!
In Rape Case". As I read, I
Obviously, I was not
found myself becoming highly involved in the Hart College
emotional about the events incident, nor do I know any of
that allegedly took place those that were. "Xet, it is
Thursday night in Hart Col- curious to me how and why
lege. I empat.hize with all the situation went as far as it
those involved in this unfor- did before someone protested.
tunate incident and can only I realize that some individuguess when it comes to truly als may find my opinion
understanding the range of offensive but I'm wondering
emotions that they may be why the girl involved, "the
experiencing. While I do not victim," did not speak up
want to appear judgmental or sooner, at. least before he
critical in any way of those removed his clothing.
involved, I do feel compelled
What was on her mind?
to express myself.
What did she want? It seems
I am proud to say I am apparent that she enjoyed his
female, 40, and the mother of company since he was in her
four sons, two of whom are room for several hours and
teenagers. So, as you can see, she felt comfortable enough
the emotions I experience are with him to stretch out on the
not only from the perspective bed. As a woman there have
of a woman, but also of a been many times in which 1
mother of four boys. The have communicated my
knowledge I have gained over desire through my body lanthe years, as a female and as guage. Is it possible that her
a mother, has come largely behavior was interpreted as
from lessons learned at the approval, a way of extending
school of "hard knocks." an invitation for more? Is it
While I nm a firm believer in possible that she was inviting

more than she was truly
ready for?
Regardless, I do understand and agree that whatever the circumstances were
"NO MEANS NO." It is not
my intention to assess blame,
on anyone, but I can't help
wonder, what was this girl
thinking? Am I the only one
that thinks it is a little odd
that she let him back in her
room after the "assault" so he
could get his keys?
For the past several days I
have been preoccupied with
this situation <and can't help
but wonder- was she paying
close attention? Did she consider the consequences of her
decisions? Was she then, and
is she now being responsible?
And most importantly, was
she then, and is she now
being true to herself?
Certainly the young man
involved must also be held
accountable for his actions. In
my mind, both parties are
responsible for the events
that unfolded that night.
Speaking as a mother of boys,
my gut reaction to this incident is shock, anger, fear, and
sadness. When this is all said
and done I'm sure the girl will
not be the only victim. AB a
woman, I feel it is important
to mention that unti1 we as

women openly communicate
what we want and don't
want, what we will and will
not tolerate, until we finnly
draw our own lines and set
our own boundaries we will
continue to find ourselves in
compromising situations and
not have a clue as to how we
got there.
Nancy J. Elize
Murray

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
Letters should be 300.
words or less and must
be signed. Contributors
should include addresses and phone numbers,
for verification. Please
include hometown, classification, title or relationship to Murray
State University. To
submit a guest com·
mentary call 762-4468.
The Murray State News
reserves the right to
edit for style and
length.

What did she expect when
she invited him to her room?
She should have known better. She didn't object immediately. It was her falilt.
Why didn't she kick and
scream?
I would have hit, bit,
scratched and fought- so they
say.
Eve'ryone seems to have an
opinion on every rape case.
These opinions are what keep
most women from ever admitting to being raped and keep
everi more women from ever
reporting it,
Do you realize that if the statistic that one in four women is
raped is correct it would mean
that thousands of women
attending Murray State University have been or will be
raped sometime in their lifetime. In the past four years
only six cases rape have been
reported on campus, according
to Public Safety. Frankly,
those figures seem absurd.
So, what's the problem; why
do women stay silent?
It would seem that a woman
would want her attacker to be
brought to justice, but the price
of justice is very steep .
Nearly as soon as charges
are filed, newspapers publish
reports
Qf a
nameless
"accuser." In some cases, horri-,
fying, intimate details are published in black nnd white to
inform the public. Then the
public is free to make their own
assumptions.
This nameless accuser must
then walk down the street and
hear the public comment on
her situation. People will place
judgement on her. Some say
what they would have done
had they been in her situation.
Without being involved in
the incident in anyway, many
people will make a decision
about that nameless girl, or
place judgement on the faceless accuser.
Since ,June, two women from
Murray State have pressed
charges against alleged attackers. It is not my place to determine guilt or innocence. But I
can ,commend the bravery of
the young women who decided
that justice was worth the
price.
If you are a victim of rape or
would like to show your support for those who are, please
participate in the events of Be
Safe Week. The Women's Center sponsors the series of programs that protest. r~pe and
violence on campus. The programs are open to all those
who want more information.

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the
Viewpoint Editor for Tlze Murray State News.
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Children. bring out
human kindness
I am going to make a confession to each
of you that I think that all of you can identify with. When I first really came to grips
with this fact, I was more than just a little bit disturbed by it.
If the truth be known, I was actually
horrified by the fact. I had, through my
own experiences on campus and in real
life, came to the realization that chivalry
had died. I had walked through many
water puddles and not once had anyone
offered to lay their coat on the ground for
me. Although I had not really expected
this to happen, you get the idea of what I
am saying.
On a more realistic note, it is a rare
experience for someone to even hold the
door open for me if my hands are full. Or
another good example is crossing the
street. Sometimes, I have had to wait five
minutes to cross the street to get to class
on time. Overall, I think this is ridiculous.
What kind of world do we live in, anyway?
I always try to do what is right. I do
hold the door open and I usually try to let
people cross the street. Unfortunately it
seemed to no avail. Nice gestures such as
these are not nearly as common as I think
they should be.
But my opmion changed this past weekend. I had a revelation in a very inspirational place - Walt Disney World in
Orlando, Fla.
My sister, her husband and two-yearold son were vacationing this past week
and I was fortunate enough to fly down
there for a three-day weekend.
I was basically the live-in nanny while I
was there. I was in charge of babysitting
my nephew while his parents when off to
doing other things they could not do during the week. And so, it was my nephew
and I foot-loose and fancy-free in the
Magic Kingdom and MGM Studios.
The happiness I felt from that experience was phenomenal. Disney has never
been so much fun. I met Mickey Mouse,
Winnie the Pooh and Goofy-three of my
nephew's all-time favorites. The smile on
his face was worth a million dollars. The
only drawback from this experience was
the fact that it was just my nephew and
me.
Disney World, which I soon found out,
was a very exhausting place. Both days
when we braved the crowded sidewalks,
my nephew fell asleep either in the
stroller or on the bus between the different parks.
Here was the tricky part. I would have
to hold him with one hand, fold up the
stroller with the other hand, and have a
hold on his diaper bag, souvenirs, drinks,
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Mickey Mouse ears and anything else he
had acquired throughout the day. It
sounds fairly easy just put' everything in
the diaper bag, but it would not fit. It was
.tilled with a change of clothes, extra
training pants and other such necessities
in case of an accident.
Here is the point to my story. My hands
were full. and many different people
showed so much kindness to me. They,
incorrectly assuming that I' was a singleparent taking my son to Dis~ey for his
fust experience, offered to help me on and
off of the transportation buses, carrying
anything I needed and basically giving me
room to maneuver the stroller throughout
the parks.
The best part is that I could trust every
one of them. They carried the diaper bag
and souvenirs and I did not worry. I left
the stroller unattended when I was riding
one of the rides with my nephew and did
not think twice about it. It was truly an
eye-opening experience.
What I do regret is the fact that I cannot trust people like that everywhere. The
world would be a better place if we could.
But reality set in as I stepped off of the
plane in Nashville. I was just a nuisance
and in everyone's way. Why is the world
like that?
This question is, of course, rhetorical.
But I am thankful to everyone of those
people who helped in Florida. Those people, both men and women alike, can teach
us a lesson. Life is too short to be rude
and one of the best rewards you can
receive in this life is gratitude.
Last weekend gave me something I will
always cherish. I now believe that
mankind can, in fact, be nice. Now, I will
continue to hold doors open for e"veryone
and allow people to cross the street whenever I can. I want others to feel the same
gratitude I felt in Florida.
Although no one laid their coat over a
water puddle for me to step on, I now
know the chivalry does truly exist and I
now have a renewed faith in kindness
among mankind.

Denise Higgins is the Assistant College
Life Editor for The Murray State News.

Community rallies against
mistreatment, not racism
During this past week several incidents involving
racism have occurred in this region. The Oliver
In My
family had received hate mail as well as half of the
Opinion
African Americans in the Paducah Police Department.
Because of these incidents, the communities have
RusH H. TROWEL IV
come together to support the victims of these hate
crimes. Unfortunately, some people view the incidents as a "black issue." This is so untrue.
The incident itself brought a group of people black, white, young, old, educated, uneducated,
gay, heterosexual, sick, and poor together to rally can in this country, I feel that racism will always be
behind a family who had been threatened. It affect- a part of life. Racism is deeply rooted in this couned an entire community. A lot of people were upset try. We as Americans must come together when
about the behavior of a few individuals to an inno- some one is mistreated and show our support. that
cent family.
is what the rallies were about.
The incident occurred because a few people decidI believe people rallied behind the Olivera, nbt
ed to look at things as black and white. Who defines because they were black, but because they wete
"black" and "white"? In today's society we allow the mistreated. Usually, the most obvious thing to
media to define black and white.
on a person is their race. We must remember not to
The perpetrators of the Oliver incident apparent- limit a person because of their race.
ly decided that because the Olivera are a black famI know this is asking a lot, but I do believe mol}'
ily, the surrounding property values would go people are thinking this way. The Oliver inciden~
down.
happened because of race, but the .rally occurred
Did they take the time out to meet the Oliver's and was successful because it was the right thing td
and see what kind of family they were?
do. We don't choose our race, but we can choose to
No. They made a decision without any informa- stand for right and wrong. I'm proud the communition except for the color of their skin. That was an
ty stood for right. There just may be hope for us
easy way out for them.
Now some of us want to narrow it down to a after all.
black/white issue. It is a controversial issue. When
I first heard of the incident, I wasn't surprised, just Rush H Trowel IV is the president of the Black Stu·
hurt that this continues. Being an African Ameri- dent Council.

see

Success goes far beyond classrQoms.
Although I have spent more than
the last 20 years at Murray State, I
My
have also had the opportunity to
Opinion
attend, teach and work at several
other universities. I have attended
the University of North Dakota,
)AMES I. SCHEMMP
Ohio University, Vanderbilt, Sewanee, the University of Birmingham
in England and Southern Illinois
University, and I have worked at the
University of Colorado and Syracuse
University. I mention these institu- concert given in the lobby by
tions as a basis for my observation Ecuadorian guitarist Terry Pazmithat I have never before seen or no, who was brought to campus
experienced anything like the resi- under the aegis of the department of
dential college system of Murray foreign languages. Senor Pazmino
performed and chatted with the colState University.
lege
members in an informal atmosMurray State University is the
phere
that would have been unlikely
only publicly-supported university
in
any
other setting.
in the United States that is fully
Another
example of the outsidecommitted to the concept of residential colleges. All students, whether the-classroom activity that occurred
resident or non-resident, and all fac- during the past year is the "Elizaulty and staff are affiliated with one beth College Night" at the Universiof eight colleges. This has required ty Theater's production of "The
the introduction of new methods for Comedy of Errors." Also, faculty and
involving the entire University com- students have had chances to intermunity in the educational process. act outside the classroom through
The residential colleges have provid- intramurals, where faculty members
ed a platform for activities which are participated in bowling, soccer, and
educational in nature without being volleyball and through the Bridge
Club and the Academic Team.
classroom oriented.
Collegiate coed living has created
Since I am most familiar with the
activities of my own college, Eliza- a more familial atmosphere within
beth, I will use that as the example, the residences. My informal
although my comments can be inquiries of the summer staff indiexpanded to include all eight col- cated less damage to the physical
leges. Many non-classroom activities facility of Elizabeth this year than in
were conducted i.n Elizabeth College the past. Relationships between all
during the past year, such as the residents of the college have been

In

much smoother that I had anticipated and friction- at least as reported to me- has been minimal.
The first year of existence for Elizabeth Residential College has been
marked with a number of positive
results. The cre~tion of a vital and
ongoing self-governing residential
college is the best proof of the success of this effort. There is at least
anecdotal evidence to show the
retention rate of the University has
been impacted in a positive manner;
the leadership opportunities for students have been enhanced and students have been availing themselves
of these opportunities; intramural
sports have flourished and other
forms of competition (and cooperation) have been very much in evi·
dence for the past year.
A great deal of state-wide attention has been paid to higher education by the press this year, especially since the successful enactment of
the Governor's restructuring plan.
One area covered by the press is the
declining enrollment at Kentucky's
colleges and universities.
In fact, a front-page story on
declining enrollment was published
last spring in The Louisville Courier-Journal. According to that article,
enrollment at all the major public
universities was down for the year
with two notable exceptions, the
University of Kentucky and Murray
State University. In a chart of figures accompanying this article it
was explained that UK's marginal

gain in enrollment was accounted for
by the acquisition of Lees Junior
College and the addition of those
students to the data base. That
increase was a fraction of a percentage point. Murray State University
was the only institution which
showed a significant increase in
enrollment.
While it would probably be reckless to claim the total reason for
Murray's increase in enrollment in
the face of decline elsewhere is due
to the residential college system, I
feel there is a very strong circumstantial case to be made that retention of students played a significant
role in this positive figure, and I will
claim that the residential college
system is a major factor in that
retention.
A significant element in the residential college system has been the
development of identity with the
individual colleges. Developing identity is an ongoing and evolutionary
process which manifests itself over
time, perhaps a longer time than a
year. But in the past year, a number
of steps have been taken in the
direction of creating a unique identity for Elizabeth College. Among
these steps is the Coat-of-Arms,
which was designed by a student
member of the college and ratified by
a vote of the membership. This
shield is now available as a sew-on
patch, it is on T-shirts and other
paraphernalia, it is being used as a

a

design motif on publications and stationary, and the college members ani
coming to recognize it as a symbol of
both the college and the University.
Another point of identification has
been the college flag which flies
every day school is in session. The
flag has been used as a symbol of vic-!
tory in intramural activities and as a~
rallying symbol at varsity football~
games. Members of the college havei,
become quite aware of the flag as a·
symbol of the college. And the estab-·
lishment of a twice-yearly investi-·
ture ceremony for graduating members of the college has provided a•
lasting means of identification for
alumni of the college to remember·
both the college and the University.
Education literally means to lead
from darkness into the light. Educa-,
tion is not something that happens,
only in the classroom, although that~
is a significant part of the process.i
Education is what happens when~
someone grabs a new idea and:
makes it part of life. This is what!
has happened with the residential;
college system at Murray State.
As the second year of the residenJ
tial college system begins, I look for-t
ward to continued development.
along the lines of the endeavor that!
has already begun to prosper, an~
further growth of the positive effec: ·
on the students and on the greate I
university as a whole.
r:

!
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James L Schempp is the Facul~
Head of Elizabeth College.
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Cyber relationships need monitoring, care
on the Internet. These are websites in
which a person can log on with a password and "chat" with various people
It's 3 a.m., and you're not in bed. In across the country.
fact, you're not even close to being
Sharalyn Wilkie, junior from Eliza·tired.
bethtown, said chat rooms provide an
Your eyes are glued to the computer outlet for discussing personal probscreen, your fingers madly typing lems.
words of love to someone in a far-otT
"An interesting part of the Internet
land; but what do you know about that is anonymity," she said. "It's a listenother someone? Is it safe to tell him or ing ear to vent to, someone who is perher your name? Your telephone num- sonally removed from your problems."
her? Your life's story?
Wilkie added that meeting people on
Many students on the University's the Internet is not necessarily wrong
campus use the Internet for various or even unusual, but caution is necesreasons such as research or convers- sary.
ing with others via chat rooms. How"If you are careful, it's not a bad
ever, there are safety concerns to be thing," she said. "It's important to use
considered when using the Internet.
good personal judgment to keep yourLast October a Connecticut man self safe."
was arrested for terroristic threatenLinda Miller, director of Academic
ing of t wo women who lived in Hester Computing and Technology Services,
College whom he had met on the offered several tips for those who use
Internet. The man had driven to Mur- chat Jines.
ray to meet them in person; however,
First, do not give out any personal
the women declined and the man information such as age, school and
became threatening.
especially phone numbers or addressChat rooms are a popular attraction es. It is also possible for people with
BY B£TH BRADLEY
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the know-how to obtain your e-mail
address on the server if you are logged
into the chat room.
The new e-mail accounts (for example, jane.doe@murraystate.edu) give
away the name of the University.
On the Murray State web page,
there is a site in which the numbers of
all campus students can be accessed.
Someone with the capability can
access a phone number in a matter of
minutes. Anyone not wishing their
phone number listed on the University's home page can call the Help Desk
at 2346 and ask them to block this
information.
However, the information superhighway does not· stop with Murray
State. The search engines on the
Internet have listings of all phone
books across the country. Parents'
names and addresses are listed on the
Internet as well.
If someone wishes to speak to others
they have met in a chat room, there
are several things they should do first.
Call them - that way contact can
be terminated if the situation seems

; On-line loves add spice,
BY CHRISTINE HALL
STAFF WRITfR
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Looking for love in all the wrong places?
Finding that "special" somebody is now
as easy as turning on the computer. Online
love services are the newest and easiest
way for students to hook up with that significant other.
One online service available to students
is called Webmatch. After registering to be
a member, students can send and receive
e-mail from prospective mates. This service is free and there is also a live chat line
called "Lovechat" that meets nightly at 7
p.m.
For those people who have extraordinary
profiles, there is another special section
called "Heat of the Week." This service
gives one female and one male their own
web page which members of the service
can then look up.
"Match Me Up" is a service which will
automatically e-mail members whenever
someone signs up who meets the specific
criteria that members are looking for in a
mate.
However the services do not come
restriction-free. Webmatch enforces the
following guidelines:

dang~r

• Comments used on Webmatch must be
appropriate for all ages.
• Use of the Service is personal to its
members.
• Members must agree to refrain from
obscene, indecent or offensive language.
They must also refrain from use of junk
mail and any material that will offend or
invade the privacy of others and constitute
a criminal offense.
• Webmatch has the right to edit mater·
ial.
• Postings to the service are not private.
Some students who go on the Internet to
find romance say it is the best way to find
a mate , while others say it is not what people think.
"We don't have internet access at my
house and when I got here,I never really
thought about using an online dating ser·
vice," said Amanda Jordan, freshman from
Advance, Mo. "I would rather meet the person because it is just safer."
"I got on the Internet because I was lonely," said Laura*. "I did find someone that I
was compatible with, but when I met him
in person, it was rather scary."
Though she had an unusual experience,
Laura does not blame the internet or the
da~ing service.
"He was one freaky 'person, but there

u

An interesting part
of the Internet is

anonymity. It's a listening ear to vent
to."
-5HARALYN W ILKIE. S11JDENT

dangerous. If things proceed from
there and someone wants to meet
their Internet friend in person, do not
go alone.
Also, it is important to meet them in
a public place. It is much harder for
someone to do hann with a hundred
people around.
Finally, never get into a vehicle with
someone you have just met.
The growth of the Internet is causing other concerns than just chat
lines.
When purchasing something off the
Internet, that company can sell your
e-mail address to another company

which may send you junk mail. It is
free for them to send mail. However,
the time you spend online downloading the mail may cost you time and
money.
Miller also warns students about a
situation in which a user told another
user that they were a representative
of America Online and needed their
password for security reasons.
"There is no reason why a legitimate
representative would need you password," she said. "If they were truly a
company employee, they would have
access to your password."
If someone does have access to
someone's password they can log onto
the Internet and their charges will go
to the account holder.
If threatened by e-mail, one can
refuse e-mail from certain addresses.
H it continues, the service provider
should be contacted so the 'o ther person's access is denied. If the threats
are from local users, contact Public
Safety the same way as if someone
was issuing threats over the phone.

to life

could be others out there who aren't, and I
can't attribute that one experience to all
people who use the internet to find others,"
she said.
Yet the experiences of some students
have been successful and safe.
"I loved it," Charles* said. "That is where
I met my girlfriend, Suzie. I would recommend the online dating services to anyone
who is lonely. I met so many people from so
many different places."
Other students did not have a good experience on the Internet and say it is not for
people who are seriously seeking the ideal
mate.
"The people the Internet lie and are only
interested in having net sex," said Kristin
Horan, senior from Louisville. "If you meet
in person then they are interested in real
sex."
Horan says the Internet should only be
used for entertainment purposes.
"I would recommend going on the Internet purely for entertainment," said Horan.
"If you are going to base your friendships
on what you find, that's sad because you
can lie and make yourself something that
you are not."
* Names have been changed to protect the
identities of the sources.

Love bytes...
Looking to hook up on-line? Here are some
accessible websites which offer (mostly) free services:

http://www.
olg.com
QMatch.com
datemall.com
2.dru.nl (charges a nominal fee)
dbealone.com
vous.com
friends-1st.com
hdn-date.com
calweb.com
netlink.net

Mandy Wolf/ Associate Editor
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Civil War class to be held
•Festival: Civil War class
and a Scottish festival will
be held by Murray State
University in October and
November.
Bv GAIL

KaLLHOFF

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Senior citizens will get a
chance to further their education as Murray State
launches two Elderhostel
programs this fall.
The Civil War- Western
Campaign of 1862 will be the
first program, and is scheduled Oct. 5-10. The program
will open with Gen. Ulysses
S. Grant's progression from
Cairo, Ill., to Shiloh, Tenn.
The class will discuss the
war strategies of each army
and learn how the battles
that took place on Kentuck-

y's home front helped to tum
the tide of the war for the
Union.
Leading this session are
Rev. 'Larry Daniel, author of
"Shiloh: The Battle that
Changed the Civil War", and
three members of the MSU
faculty.
Jim Vaughan, assistant
dean of the College of Industry and Technology, will provide lectures on the topics of
army organization, battle
tactics and weaponry.
Lesley Gordon, assistant
professor in the history
department, will address the
specific generals and other
battle leaders as well as discuss the war on the Kentucky home front.
Bill Mulligan, associate
professor ofhistory, will lead
the group on field trips to
various local battle sites
such as Fort Defiance,

Row, row, row your boat!

Columbus-Belmont State
Park, Fort Donelson and
Shiloh Battlefield.
He will also lead a trip to
Camp Beauregard in Graves
County where the Confederacy lost nearly 15,000 soldiers to disease.
The second program - the
Fourth-Annual Scottish Heritage Elderhostel - will be
held between Nov. 2-7, and
is designed to allow participants to explore their Scottish roots while enjoying a
display of Murray's Scottish
heritage.
Elderhostel is a national
program for people ages 55
and older.
Addit ional
information
about the Elderhostel sessions at MSU can be
obtained through the Center
for Continuing Education at
2160, or toll-free at 800-6697654. .

The Brothers of

~ongratulate

their brothers
who participated in Mr. MSU

corey crider •Mr. Msu
Jeff Slone •Mr. congeniali~

1 0°/o Discount with MSU ID.

SAVE MONIY WITHOUT HASS11.
Get the BEST Pizza and pasta buffet in town.
Just show your MSU I.D. and get
2 Lunch Buffets for $7.99
or
2 Dinner Buffets for $8.99.
Lunch Buffet

t t a.m. ~ 2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet
5-9 p.m.
Offer at Murray Store Only.
804 Chestnut St.

IAdvertise with The Murray State News
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Seth Dixon/The News

John Proctor, David Klappe r and Brian Howell t e st out 'The Rosemary Crisp' d uring
the cre w team's first wet practice of the se ason Saturday morning.

Colle
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Author isits
Celebrated
Kentucky
author James Still and
musician Randy Wilson
will present "River of
Earth in Song and Story"
at Pogue Library on Thursday, Oct. 9. The presentation, which is based on
Still's novel River of Earth
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the main reading room. A
reception and book signing
will follow. For more information, call 240 I.
I

SARAH WIGHT
COllf.CE llf£ EDITOR

Hazel Ccelebrates
, On Oct. 4 Hazel will
hold Its annual day-long
celebration sponsored by
residents and merchants of
the community. For information call (502) 4928796.

Stargazers wanted
The annual twin lakes
Star Party will be at the
Golden Pond Planetarium
O ct. 3-4 at Land Between
the lakes. For more information call (502) 9242000.

Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are needed
from 8 a.m. to -4 p.m. Saturday, to help process
clothing for the National
G uard Armory's Community
Resource
Fair.
Armory will be accepting
coats of all sizes. For more
Information call 7S3-3070,
753-3897, 759-9592, 7594255 or 753-175 I.
Murray YMCA needs
tutors one Friday per
month to assist with the
teen center and volunteers
to help with parents night.
The Family Resource
Center needs help with
Coats for Kids Saturday
and Make a Difference Day
Oct. 25.
Shared Care is looking
for people to read and visit
with parents.
Needline needs volunteers to stock shelves and
do computer entry work.
The animal shelter has
o pportunities for anyone ·
who enjoys working with
animals from 8 to I I a.m.
For more information, call
Davina Davie at 61 I 7 or
3808.

Nest numbers up
Wildlife biologists have
Identified 12 bald eagle
nests this year at TVA's
Land Between the Lakes.
In ad~ition, biologists estimate that five bald eagle
eaglets were produced.

Trail ride
A competitive trail ride
·sponsored by the Kent ucky Arabian Horse
Association will be held
Oct. 3-5 at Wranglers
Campground at Land
Between the lakes. Anyone interested in participatint should call (502)
365-9:460 or (502) 9242000.

Compiled by Denise Higgins,
Assisont College Ufe Editor

•

AND DENISE HIGGINS
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"I didn't really get ready that night. It
wasn't anything special, we were just
going to watch a movie. I never really
thought of him that way. I thought he
was attractive and I wanted to get to
know him but that was it."
Becky*, a junior from eastern Kentucky. can recal1 the night that was supposed to be "nothing special" because
within a few hours it became the night
that changed her life. Her memory is
clear not because it was the first official
date with the man of her dreams, but
because the events of that night forced
her to live her worst nightmare. This
was the night that Becky became the
victim of an acquaintance rape.
Becky, like 84 percent of the ,r ape victims on college campuses in the United
States, knew her assailant. She was not
dragged into the bushes when she was
walking alone in a dark. She was raped
in a place where :;he thought she was
safe by a person she thought she was
safe with.
Becky said her perpetrator was an
intelligent, active member on campus.
He was good friends \vith many of her
friends and she had hung out with him
before. She bad never been suspicious of
him or had any feeling that he might be
dangerous

panic,.. she said. "They can be sitting in
class and flashback. They may not be
aware of what has triggered it and they
will think they are losing their mind,
that they are going insane. It can be
something completely subconscious like
someone walking by wearing the same
cologne as their attacker and they
might not even realize it is the same
cologne, but it will affect them."
Becky remembers the day that she
came to grips with what bad happened
to her.

uPeople can recover,

t hey live a full live,
but they can never go
back and be the

same."
-JANE ETIJERlDGE, DrRECTOR OF
WOMEN'S CENTER

"1 avoided calling my entire family for
two weeks," she said. "That was really
unusual for me. Finally my sister called
and wanted to know what was going on
and I just broke down and told her
everything. That was a really big, real
ly scary day for me."

Reach in g out for help

• confidence

rus
up and leave.
But if I leave,
how
many
other girls will
lose?
Etheridge
explained why
she
believes
more rape victims chose not
to take the
action Becky
did.
"They undergo secondary
victimization
by the system,"
she said. "The
system itself
make the victims
prove
their
innoIt's
cence.
painful enough
to live it once
but if they
chose to report
it they are subject to questions several
times in a matter of months."
Etheridge
added, "This is
the time when
the victim is
still recovering. It takes
tremendous
courage and support from other people.
You don't have an eye witness. They
know that up front it will be their word ·
against his and there aren't a lot of convictions."
"No one in their right mind would
make up something this," Becky said.
"I've gone through hell. It'd be insane.
You'd be crazy."

After Becky admitted she had been
raped she reached out for help and
called the Rape Crisis center. She
Photo illustration by Danny Vowell
immediately began counseling and now
their assailants.
Facing the reality
says that this has been a key part in her
Becky said she goes to great lengths
In some cases the victims of acquain- healing process.
to
avoid seeing her perpetrator.
tance rape experience worse trauma
Patti, senior from Illinois, also found
"1
used to be a very social person and
than other sexual assault victims that counseling played an important
now
I avoid social activities to avoid seebecause their trust was betrayed by role in building her self-esteem after
ing
him,"
she said. "I can't handle it. It's
someone the victim knew, said Jane she was raped by her ex-boyfriend.
just
really
scary. I don't think that he IS
Etheridge. director of the Women's CenPatti tried to keep her rape a secret
going
to
attack
me in the middle ofcnmter. Often this leads to self-blame because she was afraid that no one
pus
or
try
to
come
after me, but just seebecause the victim trusted his/her would believe her. However. her gyneing
him
makes
me
ill."
assailant. Because it is not the tTadi- cologist sensed something was wrong at
tional image of rape, it can also cause one of her check-ups and he approached
the victim to doubt that what happened the subject of rape. When she admitted Facing others
Becoming a survivor
to her was rape.
\
that she had been raped, he sent her to
In addition to struggling with a court
The aftermath of acquaintance rape
Becky's betrayal of trust forced her a psychologist as soon as possible.
case Becky has also had to deal w1th differs for each victim but includes a
into denial and disassociation.
"My gynecologist saved my life," Patti other's reaction to what happened to wide range of physical and psychologi"I told my best friend what had hap- said.
her.
cal ~ffects that can follow the victim
pened the next day and then 1 didn't
"I now know that the only thing he
Though Becky only told her family throughout their lives.
talk about it fur two weeks," she said. "I (her rapist) couldn't touch was my soul," and four close friends, eventually·many
"People can recover, they live a full
knew something had happen to me that she added. "I'm nothing he said I was. people that she came in contact with life, but they can never go back and be '
night that I didn't want lo happen but I He won't ever hurt me again. He threat- found out what happened to her.
the same," said Etheridge.
was in denial and big time disassocia- ened to hurt me and my family. He iso"It's difficult. I have to get up every"I care that people know but it doesn't
tion. It would hit me what happened but lated me from all of my friends. I could- bother me because I think that people day and have to go to class and have to
I would start making excuses. I didn't n't talk to anyone of the opposite sex."
need to know that it (acquaintance work and have to do homework and
feel like myself, J was incoherent. I wasrape) is something that happens," she take care of myself which includes takn't there, I was totally numb, nothing
ing care of my case," Becky said. "I'm
said.
Lookin g for j ustice
affected me. I was overly calm."
Even though Becky has tried to be tried. and I'm sad sometimes, I'm scared
Patti
regrets
not
pressing
charges
Denial and disassociation are very
strong about lhe situation she admits of everything. it's like a continual state
common reactions for such a traumatic against her ex-boyfriend. "There's no
that it has not been easy for her to lose of fear and some days are really good
event according to Etheridge. However, telling what he's done to others by now.
people that she thought were her and I laugh and I don't think of it and
eventually the victim will have to come I know I can't feel responsible for what
other days it's all I think about."
finends.
·
to terms with what has happened to he has done to others, but I could have
She added, "I don't think I'll ever forprevented it from happening."
"I lost a lot of people who I thought
them.
get
what happened but I'll begin to get
Unlike Patti and the majority of rape were my friends," she said. "Coming to
"The victim will get flashbacks and
over
the emotionally draining strain.
victims, Becky chose to report her rape terms with a rape is very hard, espe.--:=-------:------~'1..-....,......-:---:--:-.rl
l
and press charges. This is a cially one that happens to one of your I'm not in a hopeless state. I'm strong. I
O.a. decision that Becky said she friends. People don't know how to know I have a strong voice and I know I
can get through this."
has never regretted but it has approach the situanot been without conse- tion. They don't
quences.
0
Psychological
"I'H
probably
lose
-high level of anxiety and few:
because only one out of every to say to me."
-disturbance of sleep patterns
10 rape cases that are even
Etheridge
--disturbing mental imagery
reported are successfully pros- explained people's
-nightmares
ecuted," she said. "I am prepar- tendency to alien- •there is a rape once every six minutes in
-exaggerated startled responses
ing myself for that, but at least ate rape victims as t h e United States
-impairment in concentration or
I know that I tried and hope- a defense mecha- •one ou of every four women will be raped
memory
fully I have made it know that nism.
in her lifetime
-depression
this behavior can't be tolerat"We want to dis- •90 percent of all rapes are planned
-uncontrollable crying
ed."
tance
ourselves
-sexual ..dysfunction" or acting out
She added, "He may not from that person. •85 percent of rapes include physical force
go to jail, he may not be fined, We feel safer if you •In a survey of college women, 38 percent
-appetite disturbances
it
may not even go on his can say 'look ~hat reported sexu al victimizations which met
-flashbacks
record,
but at least maybe he'll she wore' or 'look t he legal definition of a rape or attempted
-phobias
know that what he did is how she acted. I'll rape. but only o ne out of every 25 reported
wrong and he can't do it again. just do the oppoPhysical
their assault t o the pollee
If the things I've experienced site."
-la~k of body awareness
can save one girl or one guy
An addition trau- • 75 percent of male stu dents and 55 per-self~mutilation
from experiencing what I did, ma that is often cent of female student s involved in acqu·a tn-scarring from old injurles
then yeah I'm going to fight it. placed on acquain- tance rape had been drlnJdng or using drugs
-chronic gynecological problems
Nobody should have to experi- tance rape victims
Source: Murray State University
. -asthma
ence this. There have been is the fear of comWomen's Center
many times I wanted to pack ing in contact with L------------------------1

Long term ef:..ects
sexu&l assault/abuse

~~0°;dh~: 0: w~~~

..----......,..---=------------------.

The facts you may
not know
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John's re-release better than classic
E lton John
Some thing About The Way
You Look Tonigh t/Candle
In The Wind 1997
Over the past two decades,
Elton John and Bernie Taupin
have given rock-music fans
some ofthe greatest vocals and
lyrics in music history.

On their latest offering, they
live up to that expectation.
The latest single, Something
About The Way You Look
Tonight/Candle In The Wind
1997, coincides with the release
of John's new album, The Big
Picture.

MusicReuietos
Greg Stark
'

The new version of "Candle In
The Wind," sung at Princess
Diana's funer al by J ohn after
Taupin reworded some of the
lyrics to fit a tribute to Diana,
is one of best new ballads in
years. Rerecorded by John in
the Townhouse Studios after
the funera l, it includes lush
orchestr ational
touches
(includi~g strings, flute and
oboe) dubbed by producer
George Ma)tin, along with
beautiful piano chords by J ohn.

"Something In The Way You
Look Tonight" is a new track
off of The Big Picture. A great
"B-Side" in its own right, John
brings his old ballads and classic rockers into the present
with this track . His voice
sounds young again, with
some rough edges, and it outpours with emotion. Though
the song struggles at the end,
it could be a sign of the
strength of sound on the new
album.

Top five CDs of the week
I. (tie) Elton John .. Concffe lri
the- WJIId (sinp.)

San._, · wr..-.

I. (tie) Adam
Your Name
3. Boyz II Men: £\'Oiuflan
4. Beck • CYdeloy
5. (de) Sublime .. Sublme
S. (tie) Supr ftay .. Floored

t'op Country CD
I. Le Ann Rimes • You
MyU(e

I.JtfiC Up

l. Mute Chestnutt • ThGnlc Gofl

for ..,,..,.,

Candle
In Th e Wind 3. Trtsha Yearwood • Collection
1997/Something In The Way Sal•• lnformotlon supplied by T~
You I..oOk Tonight: A
rdpln Stcrtlolt

Week.Abeacl

..

Friday, Sept. 26
•Lecture: Kathy Frederich
speaks on the identification,
intervention and prevention of
interpersonal violence, 2 p.m. in .
the Mason Hall Auditorium
•Registration/Degree Dead·
lines: Last day to remove grade
of "X" received during last term
enrolled. Master's degree application for December 1997 graduation due in Admissions and
Registrar's Office.
•Racer Roundup: Leadership
conference for FFA members to
develop communication skills,
9 ·a.m. to 4 p.m. throughout the
Curris Center
•Play-a-Thon : sponsored by
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Tri-Sigma
House, 7 p.m.
•Party: sponsored by Hester
College, open to all University
students, 10 p.m. on Hester's
Front Lawn

Saturday, Sept. 27
•Flint Knappers Weekend:
Area flint knappers demonstrate
how to tum rocks into tools. 9:30
a.m. to 4:30p.m. at the Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center.

Sunday, Sept. 28
•Flint Knappers Weekend:
Area flint knappers demonstrate
how to tum rocks into tools, 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center
•Bible Study: 7 p.m. Murray
Christian Fellowship Campus
House

·-- ~-

W e W...d.afl •

...

Monday, Sept. 29

1~

•Freshman Senator Elections:
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on the
second floor of the Curris Center
•Last day to drop any first
half-semester course with a
grade of "W"
•Last day to change any first
half-semester course from
credlt to audit
•All Campus Bible Study: 6
p.m. at Baptist Student Union
•Meeting: Young Democrats
organizational meeting, 3 p.m . in
the Cumberland Room on the
third floor in the Curries Center

.;
'4

-!
;

·<:
•

'

·t
•'
•

Tuesda~Sept.30

L

•Debate: The debate teams of
Hart and Richmond colleges
debate If standardized testing
should be abolished, 8 to 9 p.m.
at the Hart Coffee House

•

Wednesday, Oct. 1
•Worship: 7 p.m. at the Murray
Christian Fellowship Campus
House
•Buffet: $1, 12:20 p.m. at the
Baptist Student Union
*Free Dinner: Newman House,
across from White's parking lot

,

Thursday, Oct. 2
•Study Abroad Fair: 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Curris Center
Dance Lounge on the second
floor of the Curris Center
•TNT-Creative Worship: 6 p.m.
at the Baptist Student Union

)
J

• x didn' t say t.re should see other people. I said
I should."

•oooof You really whacked that one
good, Henderson!"

Openat Spm.

•Lutheran Student Fellowship
Meeting: 5:30 p.m. at Immanuel
Lutheran Church

.·

Applications being taken for part·time
kitchen worker(s). check it outl

§ruu~GH

caD Your Papa
ror Free DeUvery

• c:lassy dates
• group dlnnen!
• casual dining
• 5 dining rooms
• Impress your family
• don't walt for the weekend
• rustle elegant decor

Serving Murray
Dixieland Shopping Center

KY

Hwy 68 In Aurora,
near Kentucky Lake·

753-6666

474-2773

J

Never Seem To Get Ahead?

.
0
i

•I

Well it's liltle. wonde~
Studies show that several dollars can
separate what people finally end up
paying for ltle very same prescription...
depending on lhe pharmacy
VIsit Us If You'd llkt To Stop

Going In Circles.

..
We gladly accept MS U declining balanc.e!

~--------~----------------------~------~ t

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Vote Monday, Sept. 29, Curris Center

Stephanie Judy

Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

#1.4
for

FRESHMAN SENATOR

Big Bargain.
Twoallbeefpattlesspecialsaucelettuce
cheeseplcklesonlonsonasesameseedbun•

• FVMIC,T

-----------------BOCK AND ROU EMPORIUM
WE BUY AND SELL
COs, TAPES AND RECORDS

s~ you' ll
~All"*'·

11-··TlV:,,
c.---:.¢

106 S. 3rd
posters T·shirts
Paducah,KY
jewelry
tapestries
(502) 443-2277
candles Incense
tobacco accessories

Mee aMac
Mega sandwich for Mega value
•07 N. 12th St.

•

This coupon is good for
$1 off any $5 purchase
Expires: Oct. 3, 1997

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Marty to
speak at
forum
BY SHB.I.EY STREET
STAFP WlllU

The Collep Forum series,
spo010red by the College of
HumanistiC Studies,
returns this fall, highlighting a s~er with an international 'reputation.
Martin Marty, theologian
and professor at the University of Chi~ and
senior editor of Christian
century will be the first
speaker on this year's topic,
"Civic Vutue." Specifically,
he Will speak on ..America's
Stnlgg:le for the Common

GOod."
Franklin Robinson, ch air
of the Collqe Forum aeriee,
said Marty js tbe most prestigious speaker to participate in the event yet.
"We've gotten sever al
good speakers in the put
years, but never one the
caliber of Martin Marty," he
said.
Marty will speak at 7
p.m. Oct. 2 in Wrather Hall
Auditorium.
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Awareness main focus of safety week
BY B RANDl WILLIAMS

Monday, Sept. 29

STAFF WltmR

Every year the Women's Center at
Murray State sponsors BE SAFE Week
(Be Educated on a Sexual Assault-Free
Environment), a series of programs
designed to help protest against rape
and violence on campus. But this year
they are not fighting this battle alone.
Several organizations on campus
have joined hands with the Women's
Center to help make this year's BE
SAFE Week bigger and better than
ever.
The criminal justice department, the
social work program and the clinical
psychology training program are sponsoring a discussion panel on sexual
assault during BE SAFE Week.
"I think sexual assault is an important issue for men and women on campus," said Mittie Southerland, coordinator of the criminal justice program.
"We also want to inform people of the
characteristics of a person who might
tTy to take advantage of someone and
to help students become aware that it
is not what a person looks like that
defines them as an attacker but their
actions."
The discussion will concentrate on
facts not myths.
''What we are also doing is providing
information that is based on research,
not necessarily on emotions," said .
Renae Duncan, director of the Clinical
Training and Paycholo~cal Center.

.

• ".A smtlllt¥ RJ!sponSiJI"'h Xey to Healfn& • a sexual assault response tr:~m
meeting With Hillary Wing-I.Qtt. 9 to
10:30 a.m., Room 206 in Otdway Hall
• "~ :Assault/Soctety's Ri!sporasib#lty", a classroom presenralion on Sexual
Assault, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in Room 28
in Faculty Hall
•
r • "CrJsfs Jntemmlionfor Vfclims

ofSexu-

al A.Ssaull and Domestlt VIOlence," a
classroom presentation Oil Sexual
Assault. 1:30 to 2;45 p.nt. In room 501

In Faculty HaU
• -Cah We Talk Ffrst?' risk. management
prognJm, 7 to 8:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium

Tuesday, sept. 30
• Ranel Discussions

OD

S«=xllal Assault.

Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority will be
passing out ribbons for I. C.A.R.E.
(Individuals Committed to Assault and
Rape Education) day. The ribbons are
in honor of survivors of rape and to
pledge commitment against sexual
assault on campus.
'
"We are doing this as an awareness,•
said Andrea Bayer, chaplin of the
sorority.
The events are gaining support from
many organizations.
"We have also received a lot of support from the University Student Leadership Board, the Interfraternity Coun-

you are doing something. You are a
participant, not just a watcher."
Besides the panel discussion, the BE
SAFE week will be producing other
new events.
Hillary Wing-LOtt will be givmg a
Wednesday, Oct. 1
different approach to the regular type
••en Campus With james," a ralk show
of sexual assault program. The proformat, at J,.ovett Auditorium at 6 p.m.
gram presents a scenario, based on
real·Life events, that will show both
sides
of the story, the side of the victim
Thursday~ Oct. 2
·and
the
attacker. The audience is then
• l CARE Ribhon dJStributiort aaoss
encouraged
to break into groups and
campus, 9 a.m. tO 3 p.m.
discuss
how
the program effected
• Take Back the NIQiu Program, 6 to
them.
7:15 p.m. at Winslow commons
Wing-Lott is the Sexual Assault Edu•Candlelight March from Wiruslow COrn·
cation
Coordinator at James Madison
mons to CurTis Center, 7:1S to 7:30p.m.
University and has presented pro• Clothesline Project Display/ Banner
grams on sexual assault and sexual
Signing/NOW Reeeption, 7:30 to 8:15
harassment to organizations and
p.m. in the Mississippi Room on the
school systems nationwide.
thlrd floor Qf the CUrris Center
Another new program is a mock talk
show called "On Campus With James."
cil and the Student Government AssoThe setup will be much like a typical
ciation," said Jane Etheridge, director
talk show, there will be a victim, the
of the Women's Center. "What we are
accused rapist and a group of profestrying to do is get men involved. This
sionals to give advice.
program was not designed to be
The talk show will be hosted by
against men. We need them if we ever
James
Higgins, White College residenwant these horrible crimes to stop."
director.
tial
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of stu"This is my first year here, and at
dent activities and SGA advisor, said
my previous school I was involved with
she is glad to be part of the events.
the Take Back the Night march," Hig"It is very fulfilling to know that you
are a part of something that makes you gins said. " I would like to see more
males participate and hopefully with
aware of issues that effect students
my involvement we can encourage
and help educate them on these probmore men to become involved."
.lems," she said. "It makes you feel like
4:30 to 6 p.m. in CuniS Genter Theatre
•Reception sponsored by the United
Methodist Campus Fellowship, 6:30 to 7
p.m. in the Cur$ Center Theatre Lol>Qy

ALPHA
DELTA
PI
congratulates
Maria Locklear for New Alpha Presentation
You did Great!!
Jan Livers for making JV Cheerleader
and
Tiffany Weingartner for making the
Equestrian Team &: v.P. of the
Horseman's club
We're so proud of you all!

---

An Alpha special
welcome to....

Joey Forteman
Marianne Brown
Lynette valleroy

.....

Your
•
ststers
in AilTI

we are so glad to have you as
our si·sters.

AVAILABLE 7VESDAY, SEPT. 90:

JIM
s_,_o...___ _
"The Game"
(R)

CARlEY

LIARLI __R
.............

. . ,!!~"'....
·~·

' ' M DOII'F HAD A CO,.Y 0' rHI•
MOVJ. WH•N YOU WAIIIT IF.••
Wl'11 OfVI YOU A 1a11 .lllfAI 011

lltat/nus Saturday & Sunday
Monda)'· Thursdll)· Nights
Stud~nts pay only $3 with MSU LD.

INCORPORATED

AIW orH•• MOVI• Ill o• no••·
@@!NJ~ir C~l!.l!. 121 rftl!~~rtl~~-»llD$'ij C01MI~ @~'ij ~1!1
O!!•Gccd S~• 301lrCIU~ C~t:S, li'17 tm.cC.C COfYFCI'O.CCOWtho"-

O ffrr co>d otMurray, ~enruc.ky l':«e <nly N~ •o.1a " "'II i111Y Cl/'.<r o!w Ony tllctalt "!lor. !lu• a a
'Qu•ontrd Rmtal' \II'IJ,.,. tho ~rrn ell'er

CU~OM ~CR~tN ~ruNT &tM~ROID~R~
AcRoss F·RoM SPARKS HALL
Monday-Friday
10 a.m... 8 p.m.
Saturday

Noon- 5 p.m.
104 N. 15th St.

759-4180
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SportsBriefs
Racers on road to
Murfreesboro
The Racer football team
will try to Improve its
OVC record Saturday
night at Middle Tennessee
· State
University
in
Murfreesboro, Tenn. Kickoff is set for 1 p.m.

(left) Defensive back Ty Warren looks to be out for a sack
of the Southeast Missouri
q uarte rback during Saturday
night's 17-3 victory. (Below)
Running back Wilbert Smith
tries t o evade SEMO d efenders ·
before being b rought d own.
Smith, junior from Panorama,
Calif., has been one of the Racers' lead ing rushe rs this seaso n. The victory brought the
Racers to 2-1 o n the season.

Track runs to
Southern Indiana
After placing in the top
I0 at Nashville, the Racer
cross country team will
next head to Saturday's
meet at the University of
Southern Indiana In Evansville.

Photos by
Danny Vowell

Rugby to play in
Paducah Saturday
The men's rugby club
team will try to extend its
undefeated record by playing the Paducah Flood club
Saturday in Paducah.

Volleyball starts
ovc play
The volleyball team will
fi nish out its early season
non-conference schedule
when they play at Oral
Roberts Saturday. They
will then head back home
to take on Tennessee State
on Tuesday at 1 p.m. in
Racer Arena. Then the
volleyball team will take on
Southeast Missouri at
Cape Girardeau on Thursday.

Pony pulls canceled
The P-Ony pulls scheduled for the West Kentucky Expo Center Saturday and Oct. II have been
canceled, but will return
next spring.

Spot Light
Ronnie Merritt,
Krista Shumard
Ro nnie Merritt and
Krista Shumard are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
Merritt, senior linebacke r from Russellville,
Ark., sparked the Racer
defense with two interceptions and returns for
touchdowns in the Racer
victory over SEMO on Saturday night. Merritt also
garnered OVC ptayer of
the Week honors.
Shumard, outside hitter
from Stewardson, Ill., led
the volleyball team with 23
kills, 31 digs and two service aces in the volleyball
' team's narrow loss to
Arkansas State Tuesday.

Racers top SEMO 17-3
•Football: After losing two consecutive games, the Racers got back
on track, winning the first ·ovc
game of the season.
BY EDDIE G RANT
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The .R acers began their quest for their
third straight conference crown with a
17-3 win over Southeast Missouri Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
Murray managed to put points on the
board first when Rob Hart booted a 35yard field goal with 13 seconds remaining in the opening quarter.
Early in the second quarter MSU committed its first turnover. Quarterback
Dan Loyd coughed up the ball on a
fourth and inches keeper, giving the ball
to SEMO at its own 25 yard line. However, the Racers forced the Indians to

punt.
With 5:14 left in the second qua.rter,
Loyd connected with Brandon Warfield
on a 25-yard pass to seore the first and
only offensive touchdown of the game.
Hart nailed the extra point to give the
Racers a 10-0 lead.
In the second half, it would be the
Indians who scored first, on a 36-yard
field goal with 2:15 remaining in the
third quarter.
Murray State wouldn't score its final
touchdown until the waning seconds of
the game when Ronnie Merritt picked
oft' his second pass of the game and ran
it 44 yards for the score.
Despite problems with his offense,
head coach Denver Johnson was happy
to get this second win.
"l 'd rather play sloppy and win than
play well and lose," he said. "I am
thankful for this win."
However, Johnson said the team

Home opener spoiled
Rugby team
moves to 2-0
•Men's rugby: The Mur-

Player-coach Josh Andrews
said
he was pleased with the
~ Stat~! r ugby' club team
team's performance.
improves record, looks to
""We played well together
flood Paduooh club team Saturday," he said. "It is the
Saturday.
best team cohesiveness up to
this point. The best part of our
game is OllJ' wing play."
BY GUG STARK
The next game for the men's
s.ons fDtTOa
rugby team is on Saturday,
The men's rugby club team when they bend to Paducah to
improved its undefeated face the Paducah Flood.
record Sa turday at Rhodes
Andrews said he believes
College in :Memphis, Tenn., that the serum players, which
winning 17-0.
are like football linemen, will
Helping in the victory was be the difference in the game.
Sean Fletcher. Keith Sydmore
"Our wingers are playing
and J eremy Baker, who each really well," he said. "It!s
converted a five-point try. going to be more of a serum
PaUl Dartal made a the extra battle in this game, like it was
two-pointer to make the 17· more of a wing battle in the
last game...
pQint difference.

s

Driving a jet-powered
Thrust SSC car on the
Black Rock Desert near
Gerlach,
Nev.,
Andy
Green set a n unofficial
world land speed record
of 653 mph.
The car Green was piloting is owned by Briton
Richard Noble. Green is
said to be a protege of
Noble.

"We just made errors during
the times it really mattered. •
One bright spot during the
contest
was
the
teams
improved service game. The
Racers totaled 13 service aces
with only nine service errors.
BY JASON YATES
STAFF W•lnR
Sophomore setter Mica Wojinski led the charge with four aces.·
After nearly a month of playDearworth stated that the
ing in unfamiliar surroundings, team had worked diligently in
the Murray State volleyball the previous week's practice to
team debuted in front of the improve their serving game
home crowd Tuesday night. which had been lackluster in
However, the Arkansas State last weekend's Ohio Valley
Indians were not cordial guests Conference matches against
as they battled back from a two . Eastern Kentucky and Moregame to one deficit to upend the head State.
Racers 9-15, 15-9, 10-15, 15-12,
Krista Shumard, sophomore
15-12.
outside hitter, sparkled for the
Interim head coach Sarah Racers leading the team with
Dearworth was pleased with 23 kills and 31 digs while
her team's effort despite the adding two service aces.
disappointing loss.
The .Racers will try to
"Both teams played very well, rebound this weekend as they
and I was happy with our once again pack their bags and
team's performance," she said. hit the road to face Arkansas-

•Volleyball:
Arkansas
State came from behind to
defeat MSU Tuesday at
Racer Arena.

Little Rock Friday night and
Oral Roberts Saturday.in two
non-conference matchups.
Dearworth thinks this weekend's trip wiU be a stiff test for
her squad, but she knows that
competing with high-caliber
non-conference teams will aid
her team's quest for an OVC
title
"These outside games. help lW
prepare for the OVC because
many of these teams are
stronger than some of the OVC
teams," she said.
Following this weekend's
trip, the Racers will have their
OVC home opener against Ten·
nessee State Tuesday at 7 p.m.
MSU will be looking to get
above .500 in the OVC after
splitting this past weekend's
ovc tilts.
Murray State defeated Eastern Kentucky 15-7, 15·5, 8-15,
15-3, but fell to Morehead State
15-7, 15·6, 15-7.

Gambling, fantasy games bad for sports
The last couple of weeks two
of my colleagues have written
columns dealing with different
Talk
ways to put new twists on
sports.
First, staff writer Jason
GREG
Yates wrote a column partially
STARK
dealing with gambling, though
the gist of the commentary
dealt with the Racer football
team's good fortune to be in
Last week, assistant sports
Division 1-AA. However, the
editor
Eddie Grant wrote a colgambling part of the column
umn
dealing with fantasy
dealt the new addition of Yicksports.
where the regular arm·
ett's Picks to our sports pages,
chair
quarterback
has his own
which shows my colleague and
team
and
can
make
trades or
friend's accuracy (or inaccurasign
free
agents.
cy) at predicting the outcome of
I have heen known to play a
college football and NFL
fantasy
NASCAR game or two,
games.

Sports

New speed record

needs to execute better on offense in
order to be more productive and competitive.
"We're not hitting our layups," he
said. 'We can't do the simple pass and
catch, thus we can't expand our offen·
sive scheme like we plan to. If we could
just execute 10 percent better on offense
we'd be a 40 percent better team."
Despite these criticisms, Johnson was
glad his defense, particularly the secondary, .stepped it up in this game.
"I am gild to see the defense recover
like they did," he said. "They didn't let
SEMO run the ball and I am generally
proud of these guys. especially for Ronnie (Merritt), he stepped his game up
and was rewarded for it."
Merritt's solid work earned him OVC
Defensive Player of the Week honors.
The Racers resume action 7 p.m. Saturday against OVC foe Middle Tennessee State at Murfreesboro.

(I thought Rusty Wallace was
going to win it all this year, but
that's what I get for thinking)
and have not been very successful when participating, even
though I am one of the top
NASCAR gurus on campus
(bold statement?).
There is one thing that I like
about fantasy sports; you won't
lose your butt playing them.
Gambling, however, is a different story. A student on campus could easily obtain a bookie
(one could be called the Horse,
for the roo.re's head could be
found beside a person in bed for
failing to settle up at the end of
the betting week).
Whoever the bookie is,

whether it is the Giraffe, the
Elephant or the Armadillo,
gambling is a costly measure.
Even though we have Yickett's
Picks in the paper, I wouldn't
recommend using them at
home for gambling purposes (it
would be a good prank to give
to an enemy who gambles on
football games, tell him it's a
can't-miss).
While I'm on the subject of
football, I guess it is time to
talk about my game of the
week: Florida vs. Kentucky.
Last Saturday, behind the
high-octane passing game of
TJm Couch, Kentucky went to
Bloomington, Ind., and blew
out the Indiana University like

they haven't in years, by a
score of 49·7 (the 'Cats usually
lose).
Last Saturday at the Swamp,
Florida beat Tennessee, a
slightly more formidable opponent, 33-20, behind the passing
of new starting quarterback
Doug Johnson.
[t will a shootout with
Spurrier va. Mumme and Dean
vs. Couch - the number-one
team in college football today
against a team trying to rebuild
from years of failure.
Three words: Florida by 50.

Greg Stark is sports editor of
The Murray State News.

Sports
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·c hops make up deficit against ATOs
•Intramurals: Lambda
Chi Alpha won against
Alpha Tau Omega in a
back-and-forth showdown
Monday.

off Lambda Chi pitcher Jay
Stanley. Lambda Chi came
back in the bottom of the
inning with a three-run homer
by cleanup hitter Trent Gibson.
Alpha Tau Omega then
scored three runs in the top of
the second. Lambda Chi came
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
CoNntiBUnNc WRITER
back again to score three runs
to take a 64 lead. Alpha Tau
The third day of Fraternity Omega answered with one run
League Intramural Softball in the third.
featured three matchups on
Hits by Chad Lewis, Mike
Monday. The marquee game Itterly, Chris Dreier, and Ashfeatured Lambda Chi Alpha ley Hack helped Lambda Chi
versus Alpha Tau Omega in a take a 9-5 lead at the end of the
s lugfest.
The eight-inning inning. Eight runs in the next
affair took almost two hours to two innings pushed Alpha Tau
complete with Lambda Chi Omega ahead again. With the
Alpha scoring 18 runs in the help of solid defense, Alpha
last three innings to pull out a Tau Omega seemed to have the
seemingly impossible comeback game in hand going into the
against Alpha Tau Omega.
sixth inning.
Alpha Tau Omega took a
Jermi Redden scored a twofirst-inning lead when Chad run home run in the sixth
Whitten hit a leadoff home run inning extending Alpha Tau

Omega's lead to 15-9 in the bot- of the seventh to take another
tom of the inning, but Lambda six-run lead going into the botChi Alpha came back to life tom of the seventh. Lambda
with some fast offense.
Chi Alpha got singles from
Gibson
singled,
Lewis Lewis and ltterly, and Homra
walked, and both Jtterly and walked to load the bases. Jay
Carey Homra reached base on Stanley was called out on a
walks, scoring Gibson and two-strike foul ball. Alpha Tau
Lewis. Jay Stanley hit a sacri- Omega then went to the
fice fly to score Itterly. Dreier bullpen, and brought Brandon
then drove in Stanley with a Davis in from right-center field
single. Derrick West flied out, to pitch. This proved to be a
but Clint Harris singled to mistake, however, as Davis
score Dreier and tie the game. walked in six straight runs to
Hack then hit a grounder to tie the game. Davis then got
second and beat out the throw the ftnal two outs, sending the
to keep the inning alive for the game was sent into the eighth
inning.
Chops.
Alpha Tau Omega refused to
With runners at first and
third, Gibson was walked to surrender, however, as they
load the bases, but Billy Millay once again put the pressure on
flied out to center to send the with five runs to make the
game into the seventh inning.
score 26-21 going into the botJeremy Mitchell hit a three- tom of the inning. Homra startrun home run and Alpha Tau ed the inning with a double,
got three more runs in the top and later scored on a base hit

by Dreier.
The inning continued until
Gibson came up again with the
tying runs on base. He was
intentionally walked for the
second time that night, loading
the bases again for Millay.
This time the strategy backfired as Millay walked on a full
count to pull Lambda within
one. Lewis got an RBI single to
tie the game, b\lt Itterly could
not get a hit, and the winning
run was standing on third base
with two outs for Homra, who
delivered a single into centerfield to secure the win for
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Top hitters for Alpha Tau
Omega were: Redden (two-run
homer, solo homer, two doubles, six RBis, ftve runs
scored), Mitchell (three-run
homer, solo homer, double, single, five RBis, two runs scored),
Witten (solo homer, five sin-

Register
to
Vote!
2nd Floor
Curris
Center

gles, three RBis, three runs
scored), and Hill (four singles,
three RBis, three runs scored).
Top hitters for Lambda Chi
Alpha were: Gibson (three-run ·
homer, single, five RBis, two
runs scored), West (three singles, sacrifice fly, two walks.
four runs scored), Harris (four
singles, five RBis, five runs
scored), Hack (double, two singles, three RBis, three runs
scored), and Homra (game-winning single, one double, one
walk, three RBis, two runs
scored).
In other Fraternity League
games on Monday,
Alpha
Sigma Phi got a double and single in the bottom of the eighth
t.o gain a 9-8 comeback victory
over Pi Kappa Alpha, while
Sigma Chi launched an overwhelming offensive attack
against Sigma Phi Epsilon to
earn a 21-5 victory.
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convenlence,
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dining room

Seniors
Consider This

The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reprds that the
median annual salary of those 'with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131
compared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.

Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:
Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
2. ' A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.
1.

Go Online Now!

The reason most people don't persist with a workout
program is because it becomes boring ... Not ours! We
have combined over 2,000 years of knowledge to bring
you "The Ultimate Workout.· In it you will experience a
structured and Interesting program of self defense,
fitness and fun. Our exciting classes are taught by highly
trained Black Belt Professionals, whose goal is to help
you become the best that you can bel Through martial
arts training, you will enjoy Increased flexibility, energy
and fitness while relieving stress for a longer and happier
life!

•

Do you have enough cents to
come to Arby's Roast kef Sale?
• ~

Right.now you can get Arb>f'l famoUs ~Jar roast beef
So hurry t10 Arby's. Bcc.ause
missing a sale this~ would be scnselcu.
~for just 99~.
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M~ichigan

should uphold record;
Minnesota should take Eagles

Racers look to stay
undefeated in OVC
•Preview: With wide
receiver Reginald Swinton
returning, the Racers look
to improve their conference
record with a win against
Middle Tennessee Saturday.
BY

EDDIE GRANT

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With their second win of the
year in the books, the Racers
look to start a winning streak
this weekend when they travel
to Murfreesboro, Tenn., to take
on Middle Tennessee State.
After Saturday's 17-3 victory
over SEMO, MSU now has a
degree of confidence going in to
this week's game. Team standout Reginald Swinton, suspended last week for violating
team rules, has been cleared to
suit up for this third road game
of the year after meeting with

head coach Denver Johnson on
Monday.
Johnson is cautious about his
team's next opponent.
"Middle is a pretty good
team," he said. "They have a
big quarterback that looks a lot
like Mike Cherry, and he will
throw it all over the yard."
The MSU coach added that
he is a little concerned about
the fact that MTSU will utilize
the shotgun and spread out the
routes its receivers take. He
said this will put a strain on an
already paper-thin secondary.
Injuries will also be a concern
for the Racers with Ronnie
Merritt, Wilbert Smith, Anthony Downs and Mat Davis
banged up.
As far as his plan of attack,
Johnson said quarterbacks Dan
Loyd and Josh Allen will both
probably see action Saturday.
"I suspect Dan will s tart, but
that decision hasn't been made

13

Notre Dame at Michigan
Oh, how the mighty have fallen. The Notre Dame Fighting
Irish, once perennial national
championship contenders, are
ofT to a 1-2 start under new
head coach Bob Davie. What is
worse for the Irish is how thoroughly physically dominated
they have been by all three
opponents. Notre Dame has
only led during 12 and a half
minutes of play this season. On
the other hand, the Michigan
Wolverines are off to a 2-0 start
with impressive victories over
Colorado and Baylor. The
Wolverines are obviously the
better team on paper and
should destroy Notre Dame,
but the pride and tradition of
the Irish will keep this game
much closer than expected.

"Middle is a
pretty good
team. They have
a big quarterback that looks
a lot like Mike
Cherry, and he
will throw it all
over the yard."
-DENVER J OHNSON,
RACER FOO'TBALL CoACH

yet," he said Monday." We just
can't put Josh in when Dan is
struggling, Josh deserves to
play more, and we have to give
him the chances to. That will be
a judgment caU on our part."
Kickoff for the Racers' second
conference game of the year
will be Saturday at 7 p.m.

Yickett's pick - Michigan 26
Notre Dame 20

Philadelphia at Minnesota
In a week lacking marquee

Yickett'sPicks
)ASON YATES

match-ups, the Eagles squaring ofT with the Vikings is an
intriguing game which vows to
be pivotal for both squads. The
Eagles were expected to compete with the Dall~ Cowboys
for the NFC East divisional
crown, but after losing to the
Giants and the Cowboys,
Philadelphia needs to defeat
Minnesota before they dig
themselves a deep hole that
will keep them out of the playoffs. The Vikings vaulted to a 20 start before running into the
killer Bays, Green and Tampa.
If Minnesota wants to make a
serious run at the playoffs, it
needs to regain momentum
this week in the Metrodome. I
foresee the loser of this game
missing the playoffs in the
tightly-bunched NFC.

Yickett's Pick - Minnesota
23 Philadelphia 16

-COLLEGE·
Murray State 23
MIDDLE TENN.I7
Aorida 38
KENTUCKY 21
OKLAHOMA 27
Louisville 15
NORTH CAROUNA 34
Virginia 21
IOWA41
Illinois 17
MIAMI (Aa.) 30
West Virginia 20
UCLA 31
Arizona 12
ALABAMA 2.oof
Southern Miss. I 0
USC 28
CAUFORNIA 24
MISSISSIPPI ST. 19 South Carolina 16
Vanderbilt 23
OLE MISS 17
Oemson 24
GEORGIA TECH 14

-NFL..TAHPABAY27

Denver 35
Green Bay 31
PITTSBURGH 20
jadcsonvile 26
NY GIANTS 16
8aldmore 30
OAUAS34
CINCINNATI 31
OAKLAND23
Seattle 20
San Frandsco 27

Arizona 17
ATlANTA24
DETROIT23
Tennessee 12
WASHINGTON 21
New Orieans 12
SAN OIEG024
Chicago IS
NY jets 30
St. Louis 14
KANSAS CITY 17
CAROLINA 20
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8-S
14-12
28-24
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robe up tu $1000 hy e:~ming a whopp1n11
$5/VISA applk.':ltion CIU l·B001-93Z·0';21l
exL 65 Qwl,foed e~ll.,r.; n.'<.-etve FREE T·
.SHINT.
fREE TIUPS & CA.'iH' SPRING BIU'AKI
Oul~"tt in<livldu~h ~ .,..,1

IS·& go- I'RI!F.

C:iO<.\ln, South P:lc~Jl,, M.1cibn, ]a1113IC1,
South lklch, Fl. Gu::omnu:..'<i He:it Prk:es.

1 · 800 - :>URFS · UP

www "'-!dcnt~'l!JX""".COffi

"!mm're-A..~~ ~Et:K.'i WEB MAS.

1'ER · To IIUlnuin :lnd updlt.- weh ~~ 20
houl'l per wed< F!exlble ~<elledulc. Nc\\.,..
papt:r I:Xfl<'~ II pfu.:.. Some \bt-txl.o;cd

tn>uhlohooling required. Send resume 10
[)o.tvid 1homp;vn, Kcnrucky Pfti, A'it'OCi·
:Ilion , 101 Consuil'X't Lane, fr:mklort.. KY

Hom • Th:lnk-; for all ~'OUr h.~rd work tor
SultOn's bijl "''""'· You're.- llwe.t>md
Lave, .;,<1

Orgm~tinn

contr.l<t.' for the Sllll'tn art
due O..t6 hy ·I pm
II.I . I m110 f'RIUU ur ev.,ryo ne. Kt-ep up
tlw c:rothuoia.'lll .onJ lt:t',c take Hu.tl I l.uve. Mindi

!I.I love• our AXA lll"l road1<:.. 111Jnks
for Jn o~we:o<>nle tcAtdw• p;lny!
Turk~')'. I know ynu ~~;wcn'r ht't'n In 1111:

tx:ern l;ucly, ' " hnw thd yuu 11•1 lllt hy

!hat •,,h;rrk!" • . Nltkl
Enuly l'mht•s. )~>u did :m A\I:'F.'iO:O.IF ~·h
wrth :">1r. MSlJ! We :ort• .,, proud • . your
~•...,•..,.Ill AOn

INEXPERII!NCIID! • Fr« COL lr.linlni!.
pre-hired by comr:m)·· CIW'.t~ ;Jh if
qu:.hlkd. hcs.1Cd OUl nf your aro, $~
S700 weekly, "'--nd'u p:idc;lge. 800•455·

40601
I )RI\'ERS~ WAI\T

RESPECrr • Stan up to
m ile, fl<'r dK:'fll • t•> .03f J mile,

,J! f .l
More t~kt• ho me fXl)1 COl tmlninR ~\~td·
,thlc.
-r.;L
II(J(l.Sl7-W>Il

ORI\'f.RS • AIClic Exptt:..' an Ohln ll:lS<!d
mmp:any b l!ed<in11 comp:lllrl~ion:ll &
OTR lr:u1nr4r.Uier dti\'cr.i, P:ly up 10 35
CICn\.'1 per mile plus bend'll f'Cid-;oi!C Mu.._
h:lve aa,,.. A Cf>l ""i th h:ll.nUL Call D:lvc
or Uo;;r ~tllCJ0.927.()431. EOH.
HAROIJ) 1\'F.'i TRt lCKINc. • L: btrin!l <hr
V\'111, 1'r:~ininR a\·.oilJhl.-,. Ex,.,...ricrn c P'•Y

up to b!f per mile:. Now t.:~lung ""-1l"f
upo:r:1tor. !104 luadt.'<i or empty. C.:~llll88367.<~Hj7,

A'rrENllON, TRl ICK DR I\1!R~ • Nu C:Xfl':'•
nenct"] No pn>hkm' Gc:r lured, tr:llru...t •
!!;om $6o1S.I)Q n wwkl Nn n>ntr:ot·t tt.~IUin:d
• l'.xfK·nl"n~·W driven~ "I"'' n•·•·t.l~tl! One:
ern tkle. ,, ·'" c~u Hl'io-61to-ScJ'\5
I>RIVfi{S. OTR • SinKit:> 3nd t<'aniS ncc;Q..
t'tl. C~lll1f'<111in• pa)'. mecb<':ll l~t.'llt'llts.
:J.""l~!fX.'ll ~oll\'C'nt~•n•ll,;. t.llntmuoo 22, 6

month• Trr C'Xpc:ncnn:. <!All R<>:~dnonnc.'r
Distribution t<xlty! Hott-790-!8/l!l.

I>RIVF.RS, OTR • Oriv.."" lll:oJc:d tuunedl:>tdyl Hnme lll< ">> wc:t·kl'rl<.l,, "'P mto,
10(' bene'fll p:n:k:lge. ycrr-nlUnO rlda:r,-

oiOlK

pfU5 perl<inn, hOiliL"ic:li,

ro-;a..q,

C:lrdin~l

roper.ltorl <nnpany

no

Wciol

nwncr
ROll-;14(,.1512.

fret!lht,
~

)or:, COJ.,.A, EOE. :O..VI1

DRJVER!OTR • t.bke $3,:100 11 mooth • ~3
rpm (tr~:luding tup pay). dme '94-'97
Kenwonh o.:qwpm<.Ttt. 72" !lkeflC'!l!, run
benefit•. uuridc.·. paid holld.J)"i. good
mild. am money Csll codty' B00-635IV(.,I). c:AL 1\1107.
fRIF.NDI.Y iOYS & GII'I'S • IU.< nlllll<'<il~tc Of1<'1llllg5 in )'01.11 Ute~ Numht-r one in
pan)' pun: TO)'ll. Rtft•, Chn.-tmas, home:
tk-..'fot Fret• c:tte1log llnU infrlm13!lon. HQO..

41l1!·4R75.
TRAN~I'ORTA110N • 1
, l11nn11
drive"'. l>fX:rllle f 11)111 our new racth·
I)' in Gclll')lt1nwn. KY. IX.'<lil~ued mut'-""

l'HOENIX

ll".ltll

f)RJ\'ER • OTR Cown:.m Tr:tn,pon its not
wtut y<>U on:oke CPM It's wlut you bnng
home. l'amoly An'lllity. full hc:ndtlb, top
f"JY :tnr..l mtft.,. cXfl<'nent....U driwr.; lllld
010 tt'JO\> ('. til HAA-MORI!·PAY or ROO·
~'it -4394. grJdt"'''' Mudcnts &JO...HK-6421!.
DRM,RS N EEOEOI • No e>epertcnce nt:e"'''"''Y~ F.:~m $000 P"r week: plu• hc:nefltY
A'i., tstant-e 10 obt:umng your COt wtth

I''''

'lOOO mik.,.
we..k, ·'Plrt .33f
per lillie to 1>1:111
ciC'Jn mvr and ~·o
yc:.ors c·xpcril'n<..- woth poay lnuc:a;....,. iO
35C ~ftc·r f>IX m•>nlh,. Stop pay Al.;n, en~.y
(l) Wt-eks p:cod va<'Uiu>n, h<~ll<.l.ty pay,
h.-.olth nnu Jir,: tr~~our.mct•, tk·nwl rdnr
hur><cnwnt, .WIK, )-early s:.lt1Y bouu,. C:tll
JH'rdj!ICII(

'"'h

DRIVERS •

Owner·Oper.uor.~

+U!O 1111

milo, ~idn.>p pay, nur IC'Jilen a n:.:fafud, pWd 1umper>, ln-hou.'iC pbtc: fi11:10C'

ing. or\t:ni:IU(lfl p;1y • $200 BrinK trod<
uxby, luul :a koJd IOOIOrmW l'Oew API*

t.mc....._ Inc. iO).oA4J-#301/IIJO..H4.H~Jol .

YOUR CHA.'iCI! TO GeT Ill' ON • 11~e

di!(tt:ll ,;Jcellite expla;lon. thou~ hc:iOR
tO.'iUIJed chtly. irnmetJI:Ite H~"'C!lt' J nU
lon)l·tmn =ktu:ll' Do:-.1lcr.< :uxl ~j!cnL<
nt.-e<IW tn your~= towy. ~507-2001
l'lRIVER~. OTR • Por nulnly mklw~.
'll>t.nhc:·.Jst. '<>Uth. No New York City.
llonl<l 'llim, n<• unln:ldlnl!. poaid wt:d<ly
all t11ilt:.<, new equipment. 2 yc;us OTR
~·896-!ll 18. Omatu, Nt:.

OW"'ER OPERATORS .!tr I'OTFN11AI,
0\li-'NER Ol'h'!IA TORS • Sin)llt::<, te:rms It

I.e•.,..

Attorneys at Law

DRI\'ER!OTR PICK 1111! LI!ADER • P'TL,
no Nl', Canaw, 1\'c:w \'ork City. 1\'otoudt
ln.>t~l. ""lotk-s and ro.·arns. R\~1r:tntecd
hori1e poli<.y. l';ew ~'Of\vention:tb for Ill!
W le:ims. Min ;.!j, I yea< OTR, CJ.>L
wfHn'wl:n~.

EOf'.

ORNER • Are you !ired dlonl! houtJI and
low p;ty? Roehl b:J., oa tnp IQ p:r)· p;ldc:~j!!!
per 11~e N:rtion:d Suney o( nrtvrr W~
hy lugnl'~ Gre:u home time. ~ no
touch Solo or te:un; v:m Of lbtiJCd. T:Jlk
to
our
driver<.
fi00-467-6345
W'V.W ROEHL NIT

I>IUVER • 'K>Iollntk.op:ndcnt mrumctor
CRST 81 t a mUc.!. gt\!31 mile<! IIJ.o;c pbt.c:s
pai<Jl Pcmut .f"lidl Fuel uxo paid! Csll
ll:llc or Hob :u: 10}..)~3-277!!
ARF~ AVO!\ • !ode,.,...nt.lo:nt ,..r.,. "'!l""
JlenU!ive. Fnx jtiiW Wnuld yuu enjoy
S'i00-$1000 cxtr:t Chri.,lnu.'l rnnney? $7·
$1 S lulUr/conunL'<,fon, Bc>nu..eoo! Tr:tlntnl(l
'50-":lys ttl ,1(<1. ~lNontc"' I!00-73S·'i2H6
DRIVERS :>!!F.Ol'O • Get lnrc:dl Gc:t
tr:un~..t· Get paklJ No experience no:etlcd
No ~n:;~ COL trdtmn~t av:~llahle If qu:•lifl<...t
Gel home nl<r.t wt:t:kcnd\. C.tll ~~lS·
32..~7.

KOlA110~AI.

• Womttnll In nc>w avail·
for intc,m:IJ pur.t>olt-) In doM>. kk
yuur Southern Stat~ 1113na11er about
munthly nllatlon nl llappy ]3{'k Trivcnm·
dok• .u1d l.lqui·Vtt1 h.
.JI~c:

hllp;\lo'WW .vic:.com/rchopbne/dl:lpdlch:lp

elhun
RO~A.'mC CANTlU!LIGHT W1!DOINGS •

Loviohly ~ elepnr fUI JCI:IYia:
dupel, call for weddy apcd:dl. Honeymoon ohln.oi. r""f'ba=s, ;:.cum.. :uy
thrtt n~ frurth fn:e. Ci:WintJwx. Ten11C51<n: ~933-7464, 800-~RING.

PANAMA CTTY 8P.ACH • S:uldpiper·Re:lReoon, $39 (1~ ~).
3 fl(IOI.4 (1 indoor>. hoi rub.

<~10 Roch
Rc.;~~ur:~nl,

800

110 Alr Condlttoncr, Kenm<>re S60. \.:111

'r.i3-1176 after S p.m Circ"t. for ap;.utmcnt.

·

488

-

11828 ,

wwv.•.s:ondpr,.,...rbcaron.com
,._Ff'ORt>A \II.F. COMPLETE WP.Df)JNG
I'ACKAGF.li • Chnrllil: from two he:rutifully

dt:<:<>rJt~-d d"•f'C'I!, G"tltnhurg, Ten~
Ordained mlmstcr, photo's, vkleo, cake,
11nwers, honeymoon loc.lging, free
hro<:hurt". C.'lll 000·40R.ft577, 1!00·2';667')7

IW:O.llN,. PL • l'tt:-oonsttUcclon v:~lue:;
lwn/thn·e b...dnX>m t:ondorninium" (or
"The 'lc:rrJ<t! at Pellr::1n Bcxh",
Kc.'i<ln Jn1cnotie.! Colli Awnt• Rc:ll &t:atc,
Inc. fnr to:~lo uvn ll<)()..(,'i+JIIIIll.

ro;~lc,

Allergy Sulkrcr.., llew.trel Thc prohlcm
t<MIIc.J he in ynur h<•mr! Mokl .. Mold.-w,
Pollen, fla<tc:rw llutkl·up. 11orc:c t>ay
Tn:atrnenr $19.95. 51l2-7'1.HOOI
GOVUNMEM" FOilF.CLOSED home
from pennid <on $1 Odinqu~ru T:uc,
Repo'r<.. REO'Ii Your Atc;1. !Oil Free l.f!00218.9000 llxt. H ·7~ f<ll' asrn:nt li.oltinRS.
Sebcd CVf from $175. Por.;chc::., CudiJ.
lao. Ch<!\)'ll, B.'I.IW!i, Cof\•euc:;. Al.;o
\ ·our Att::l Tuff Free J-ll()().
216-900 Exl A·7S()l fox ~'\UT<'IU li:ltins;o.

Jttpr~, $WI>"~-

StOOO'• PO!IS1IIU! 1YPING Pan lime. At
H<li11C. TaU F.w 1-800-ZI&-9000 1'.111. T·
7508 for llsting1
found. Colt and 3 kttecn..;_Call 7S3-H'ISI to
lttentlly. t·= 10
IIC'dl

weal

,'!(

SAVP. SIOO,

FACH

Murt~RC:.

2-1 -hour pn.•-:tppmv-o~l>. quick

A Rl'.AtmFUL CHAPt::l. WEDDING • In
lhc :imoky Mountllns. G3lllnhurJ!'& Uule
lt'l! C:ltlpc:l. Ch~m1injl. romantic &rdt'rs

JlllTCao;e ~)()0 • Save: $'j()l 'pnn~klr.IV•

d.con:Ll ,iW,678,6;!86

Jm.fOoiil jXirfi.. A ~Jill w~ng ro 1\t
)'tlllt budgrt l'm-S51·14'H 50'

'iprir>g Brt::lk C:in<.l>n & Jantllc:3 SJ79!

lloo.ok F.;Jrly • ~.,.., $50! Get 11 Croup • Cio
fred l':ln3nt1 Oty s12?. South Be:l<.h
(!Ur.o <lo!te ~ ;o..m.) $129! !lpringbn::r.ktr.lv·

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

d .<Oill J-ll()(}.6~3A6

A REALmFUl CANOLEUGHT OLI)..
fA.>;ffiONEI) W'EODINC · Smoky Mount:l.tn' oc::~r G.Winbui'JI. OVerlook!llj! rivet.
hof-o!e-<lr:lwn c:Jrri:lj!e, <':lhll\li. j;lcuzzi,
onbolk."d minister.;. :-lo lOili or

home if nul odmti-

MON'I"H • With tc>day'• low mort~g~
r~tt'i. C:on.. >li<.l.<ic ,ldll, ln1pnwe your
home: or 11'1 na·<.hl c::"h wtth Fairh<lnk

Sprinjl Brc::1k &h:um... P.Jny Cru~:! 6
D'.tY' S279l lndudd Me:ll.~. Free Partlc:s.
Taxes! Get • Group • C.n Fr~-.:1 Prke:;

The nation's leader in college marketing
Is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the posllion of campus rep,
No sates involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards lot companies such u
American Express and Microsof1.
Great par1-hme job earnings. Choose

w~iting.

lfe:utl:m<J ~7 CVOWSI

I'REF. PR~:GNANCY Tf$ni IJPEHOI~.
7 S3-07m
CASil FOR HOMEOWNHRS • Cr<....ltt pRJ!r
lcm,•Jh.oc.J cn:dot OK. No apf'llc:JIIon fee>
f11111.~44-990K
l>lrt"tr
Kentut:ky
kntk·u Not hn>ker. Ochr Consnlichuon.
hom<· !mpnwemenb, land (nntrJ<'L\. IMC

RllPI:'IIANCE

MARRY 01\ A MOUJI.TAIN! • Ue nurried
m tlllr m:>gnifkcnl mountaintop dt:opel
r;urmund.:d hy tree. & :IWO<>noe vlcwl< cl
tilt! G~.u Smoley MOUniJU1.'\l C:IU ll00-729-

431ic;

your own hours; 4·8 hours per week
required. Call:

Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media, Inc
100 West Harrison St. Suite 5·150
Sea«le, WA 98119
800 487·2434 Ext. 4444

hup//WW\\'.mvdo;~pcl~\)01

A 8EAlJI1FUL CHAPI!l/CilURCH CHRIS.

11AN WEDOING • GJ.llmbul)l's <•ri~
(•ince 19tl0l. Phoi.Of!mphy, musK.', fluwc111,
hrmlo;, l:lCllzzt l!Uitcs, llrcplo~ce~. Love Walk
Hrick. Rev. l'..d Taylor H(l().._}t6·ID9.
http://1>.-ww,w~thnbul)lchapel~.mn •·
CIT MARRIF.b • Smnky M•IUnt:lins areos
tn<,..;t heaurirur d13pcl'. Chri>~wn "'rvkes,
~'~npk~ arr.JnRCment,, honcymcx>n &
fumofy chins, jat111zl. bn.•JthWkinA VICW-'
Wedding Chafl<'b ~893·7274, VJCtlle>n

NEWS

LoJginRI - 800 · 634 · 5814 .

10°/o

HAIR
OFF WITH MSU 1.0.

Fax: 753-0450

753-0400

SPORTS NUTRJTION
DESIGNER PROTEIN

Mrs. Ann

Reader & Advisor
A crue bom psychic Glfcecl from God

J~!\
Q:JY

•1 give advo<:e on Bwunes.o., Marriage. :md Love AffTalr.;
'llrlng Your Pruhlt:m.\ to Me • I will Help Solve Them
No M2ttcc Wh.£1 Your Prohlem M;&y Be

Don't Compare Me With Imtlators
8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
201 S. Udl SC.
MSU
For appoin~nt Phone
Murray
Dlscounc
767- osos

DDI\IUT PALACE

50¢ OFF Donuts, by
~<:- ~o4, "O-o~ the

"

t!()().I!H9-I!ljl!.

tnrnpdllive rnle> CU,tom pro81"ol"'' for C\'C'ry need Gnnd and pmOic:rn
cn:dit No-ln<.-ome vt'rilicuinn. llclf.
employed, h:ankruptcy, 12S96 equhy
ron:lllCintl- We hc:nd over backw:ud:! 10
~ppmve your loon. Falrb:ink M~.
'IIRI4-5b7-LOAN m . 671 KY Lie • 63A.
CASH • lmnlel.li:ue $ S fllf -uuctu red iiclllemenL' ~nd dcfc:m:d llbumncc d:tiln• J.G.
Wentworth lli!B-231·537S.
MORTGAGE LOAN~· Qulo:k :.nd ClS)', hill
consolid:ulon, home: lmpmvcmt·nl\, uuh
()Ul, rt"llnance, l:lnd wnlrnt1 flliY<~Is.
&nkrupt.s & b:td t.'redit. A.ok fm Jenntl~'r
Knowlc:~. M<"n;:ontfle Mort~)!e Co. of
Loui:.'\illc f'W-237·.3901 .
MOBILE HOMf! lOAN~ • 596 <.lown, rdl·
f1311Cing. equity lcl'.ln Free·'""""' fl.~ck>J!(',
lantl or home loans. Green Tr<.-c l'in3rld:ll
800-221 ·8204 or llOI}-';';~717.

M

Attorney at Law

$t:

PRIV,K 'Y HI'OC.E • Will rrurun: ini.Cl prl·
'"lCY· Ccdlr/ Amorvit:.l!; .i-'1' bu:~h. $10.95
t"J<·h. 12 tn:c: minimum Guarnn1~ frl!t!
delivery. lluy direw. t Dlow:ount Tree F:onn.

Mon~ge.

GALE COOK

~ {"'tv·~

&IH~lO

cJo.c~.

407 Maple St.
Murray

COOK&COOK

v;t( ~"
cY ~~

Tex:L1 IO!IIrunlenL' 11-81 h:lnd held c:tlcuIJttw. S-40 Colli 7S3-ll76
Aldus ~makc:r Software for Ma<.llliMh.
Vcr>ion S.O Unopened. SI7S C:ill762-29911
or 753-1176
WOIJ'l' TANNING BI!D • Tan at horne:.
Ru)· dim:! and IQVc! Conunm:bl or horne
unils fmm Sl9')00, Low monthly p:rymell!ll. Fl\.'0: l<llof c:tt:>.log. Cull todty llCJO.

tr.ltn<.'d;,
pun:h:t...,. '""II uo,c.J ~ohnlt
haul Dry & n.inw::rJt<-d, 101~ nwncr
tl,.,...IOIIOI'S III:J(HI26· HO.!. P.OF.

IIC~~ttSH\1.

I)KIVI'RS. OVFR 1"Hh R\JAO • 35 'c:tres
Flat wi~l sklc>, l.ote modd '" ""etlllOf'l.!l, .

lodging lndudt!d. tl00467-3ll06.

<.'Xperiencl:. 5tut 3QC - Jjc a mile
bcndit.-o. C:Jil ~

} )On;
+

dozen, and Subs.

Breakfast Sandwiches
Available.
Open 24 hrs.
Across from MSU Stadium.
10% Discount for MSU Students with 10.
Coupon and discount are not valid in
combination.

1415 Main Street
753-4700

DIETS
HERBS
VITAMINS
EAS

Next to Matt B's

$2 Off with LDM card

PICIVRE
YOURSELF IN

Amy Speight - Stylist
Amber Brien • Nail Tech
Alelsha Fritts - Stylist

PEACE CORPS
We are looking for
students who will graduate in
1998 for international jobs in
education, environment
agriculture, business, health,
French and youth development Call today to discuss
your qualifications.

~"''

~

(800) 424-8580
www.peacecorps.gov

SAlOn

Tangles
Hair & Nails
Cuts-Perms-Highlights-Acrylic
Enhancements-ManicuresPedicures
1608 N 121 Bypass

Murray

•

Ne-ws
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IFC
Continued from Page 1

the IFC fraternity representatives' move to come up with
their own proposal.
"For them to form a committee
shows that they are concerned
with helping to make the best
possible solution that they can
come up with and put into
action ," he said. "'This is a
responsible move, a wise move."
While there were fraternities
pleased with the outcome of the
vote, there were also fraternities
who still were in favor of the

SENATE
Continued from Page 1

in regional politics. He worked
on Larry Forgy's 1995 gubernatorial campaign, served as chair
of the Graves County Republican
Party in1996 and also ran for
elected office during the last
election cycle.

The Murray State News
•
Septembe
r 16, 1997

proposal.
Todd J ohnson, IFC representative for Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity, said that even
though the vote for the proposal
didn't go through, he thinks tHe
recently formed committee was
a good idea.
"We anticipated the proposal
being brought back up to be
voted on," he said. "But we
stayed with the vote we had
because we felt that we and the
other fraternities that supported the proposal were saying that
even though this may have not
been the best proposal, action
had to be taken against some
incidents that have occurred at

parties.. .! think the fraternities
that were not in support of the
proposal just wanted to do away
with the proposal and not make
any further changes."
During discussion of old business at the meeting, the IFC '
representative for Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity motioned to ·
vote again on the proposal. The
motion was seconded, which led
to discussion among the group's
members.
Jim Baurer, Curris Center
director, told the representstives that they needed to keep in
mind the issue of safety. He said
the IFC would like to see each
fraternity follow their national

and local policies with issues
such as underage drinking.
The members then talked
about both sides of the open
party issue and two representstives agreed that the issue was
mainly rush, and how the Craternities should be more concerned
with getting more students to
pledge instead of focusing on
whether the parties they have
should be closed or not.
The discussion continued and
a motion was brought up to
table the vote until the next
meeting. The motion was seconded, but the vote to table was
turned down 11 to 9, so the representatives then voted.

"I ran for city council last year
and lost by a couple dozen votes,"
he said. "As county party chairman, at that time I was focused
on getting votes for (1st District
Rep. Ed) Whitfield and (Sen.
Mitch) McConnell."
Before he was nominated, he
had a tough primary contest
from Calvert City farmer and

B.F. Goodrich retiree Thomas
Wilson, according to Graves
County Republican Party Chair
Phil Myers. It was the first
Republican primary in the district in decades with more than
one candidate.
Dissenger recognizes the !egacy left. behind by Green.
"I wasn't a close friend with

Jeff Green, but I did know him
personally," he said. "He was
revered by both Republicans and
Democrats. He had the same
conservative western Kentucky
values I hope to take to Frankfort."
Dissinger, 39, grew up in Ohio,
moving to Kentucky in 1984 and
to Mayfield in 1988.
·

PATTON
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"Equally important, our people
understand that we can compete with the best and win."
Todd Earwood, SGA president at Murray State, said the
conference taught him a great

LBL
Continued from Page 1

"This was a tough fight," he
said. "As a member of the Conference and the Appropriations
Committee, 1 worked hard to
keep funding for these projects
in the final bill."
TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell, in a statement made
after the Conference vote, reiterated his commitment to
make the program work.
"The $70 million approved by
the conference committee

celebrate our 70th Anniversary, pick up a copy of The Newsl

deal about how higher education in Kentucky works.
He stated that MSU's recent
efforts at improvement should
have positive consequences for
future graduates.
"If Murray State continues toexcel like it currently is degree
value is going to go up," Earwood said.

along with carryover funds
from 1997 will permit us to
meet our obligations, and we
pledge to ensure that these
programs are managed as efficiently and effectively as possible," he said. "TVA can provide
these services better and less
expensively than anyone else.
The Valley Delegation can
count on my support and my
commitment to TV Ns appropriated programs."
The bill awaits Congressional approval, and will then be
sent to the President for consideration.
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Take out a CLASSIFIED!

Parking Appeals
oct. 8 at 3:30 p.m.
cumberland Room
of curris Center

Express
The NEW Seafood Express
with new ownership
and management has:
Daily Luncheon Specials for
$3.99 and $4.99

r---------------------,

I BUY I DINNER

aND 1/Z PRICE

I
I
I
Exp ir es& J 0/12/ 97

1
I
I
I

1

Good Luck Racers!

Now Open In
The Curris Center
·First Floor 4t

Open daily 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. for you r convenience.
We accept Cash, Checks, or Declining Balance for carry-out or delivery.
Featuring our famous pizza, along wit h Hot or BBQ Buffalo Wings,
Cheesy ·Bread or Bread Sticks.

Now Delivering on Campus.

Check out our Grand Opening Specials
6" Pan Pizza with 1 topping and a cola- -. $2.99
10" 1 topping pizza - - $3.99
12" 1 topping pizza - - $ 4.99
14" 1 t opping pizza-- $5.99
FOR HOT AND WOW, CALL 762-4380 NOW!
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WlTH PURCHASE OF A DRINK

r:::a
I ~11 J;l!J Jj \ . ~=~:~ ~=ating stores only.

,

e One coupon per customer per visit.
Not good with any other offer.
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